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GSC 4004 1211: A NEW VARIABLE
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Private Observatory in Lennestadt, 0.32-m Ritchey-Chretien telescope; Esteve Du-
ran Observatory, 0.6-m Cassegrain telescope
Detector: CCD
Filter(s): V
Comparison star(s): GSC 4008 809
Check star(s): GSC 4004 1159, GSC 4004 1259
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Through IBVS Web-site as 4701-t1.txt
Type of variability: DSCT:
2 IBVS 4701
Remarks:
The variability of GSC 4004 1211 was found while being used as comparison star
for V360 Cas. CCD observations show that this object has light variations with an
amplitude in the V band close to 0.1 magnitude and a period of 0:1297010:000002
days. The shape of the light curve indicates that this variable is not an ellipsoidal
nor eclipsing binary system. Although the period has remained stable for almost a
year, from 31 October 1997 to 7 October 1998, the light curve shows instabilities
from cycle to cycle similar to those of a Delta Sct star. To derive more informa-
tion about GSC 4004 1211, its average B   V color index was estimated using the
TYCHO star GSC 4004 0715. Photometric data showed that B   V = 0:61  0:07:
This value is redder than the typical one for a Delta Sct variable, but GSC 4004 1211
is near the Galactic plane and it might be aected by interstellar extinction. Fig-
ure 1 shows the light curve of GSC 4004 1211 folded according to the given period.
To construct Figure 1 and due to light curve instabilities, the zero epoch was arbi-
trarily xed.
Acknowledgements:
This research made use of the SIMBAD data base operated by the CDS at Stras-
bourg, France.
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New photometric observations of nine HIPPARCOS variables, performed between 1997
and 1998, are presented. Most of these stars were selected on the basis of a new analysis
of the satellite data, which suggested that the actual type of variability could be dierent
from the originally listed in the HIPPARCOS and TYCHO catalogues (ESA, 1997). In
the 74th Special Name-list (Kazarovets et al., 1999), some of these observed stars were
correctly reclassied, but the new data showed that still some of them are improperly
classied. In all cases observations allowed to improve the existing satellite light curve
and ephemeris. Table 1 lists the observational log for these objects whereas Table 2
summarizes the obtained results.
Table 1
HIP Observational interval Comparison Check star(s) Remarks
8821 23 Nov 1997{24 Jan 1998 SAO 004489 SAO 004515 1
13221 09 Oct 1997{27 Feb 1998 SAO 4750 HD 17785 2
23809 05 Jan 1998{24 Jan 1998 PPM 175726 PPM 701984 3
51677 27 Dec 1997{18 Mar 1998 SAO 099182 | 4
89972 24 Mar 1998{12 Jul 1998 SAO 103639 GSC 1572 1341 5
90972 02 Aug 1997{03 Oct 1997 GSC 3917 1556 | 6
95547 19 Jun 1998{04 Oct 1998 SAO 124627 | 4
110464 21 Aug 1997{27 Sep 1997 SAO 127488 | 4
115627 30 Sep 1997{09 Oct 1997 SAO 108599 SAO 108577 7
SAO 108586
Remarks to Table 1:
1 Piera Observatory, 14-cm telescope 5 Esteve Duran Observatory, 60-cm telescope
2 Mollet del Valles Observatory, 8-cm telescope 6 L'Estelot Observatory, 18-cm telescope
3 Monegrillo Observatory, 41-cm telesope 7 Esteve Duran Observatory, 6-cm telescope
4 Mollet del Valles Observatory, 41-cm telescope
V776 Cas. Catalogued as an EW: in the 74th Special Name-List. This object was also
included in a list of low amplitude EW system candidates by Duerbeck (1997). New pho-
tometric observations conrm the binary nature of this star: an EW undergoing marginal
2 IBVS 4702
Table 2
HIP GCVS-Name V mag. range

Spectral type Variable type
8821 V776 Cas 0.156|0.137 F0 EW or ELL
13221 V793 Cas 0.254|0.252 B8 EA
23809 V1363 Ori 0.214|0.179 F8 EW or ELL
51677 ET Leo 0.136|0.104 G5 EW or ELL
89972 | 0.18 |0.03 A0 EA
90972 HI Dra 0.189|0.170 F8 EB or ELL
95547 V1454 Aql 0.161|0.033 A2 EA
110464 PU Peg 0.103|0.079 F0 EB
115627 V351 Peg 0.32 A9III EW

When two magnitude ranges are given, the rst one corresponds to minimum I and
the second one to minimum II.
eclipses or an ellipsoidal variable (Figure 1).




V793 Cas. Classied as an EB eclipsing binary system, the new photometric data
indicate that this object is actually an Algol-type variable (Figure 2) and conrm the
original HIPPARCOS ephemeris. The following primary minimum timing was derived:
Min: I = HJD 2450810:4740; epoch = 1398:0:
0:0005





590 in the V band (ESA, 1997). In the 74th Special Name-
List, the star was catalogued as an EW. New data show that this object is an EW or ELL
variable (Figure 3). A  0:
m
01 O'Connell eect (Max: I Max: II, Max. I is the maximum
following the primary minimum), also present in the folded HIPPARCOS light curve, was
detected.




ET Leo. Initially listed as an unknown variability type, with a period of 0.1732510




721 in the V band (ESA, 1997). In the
74th Special Name-List, the star was catalogued as an EW:. The object was also included
in a list of EW binary stars candidates of low amplitude by Duerbeck (1997). Observations
show that it is a W UMa star undergoing marginal eclipses or an ELL (Figure 4).









490 (ESA, 1997). Photometric observations showed that
it is an Algol-type object (Figure 5). The position of the secondary minimum at phase
0.488, also suggests that the orbit might not be circular.





Figure 1. Figure 2.
Figure 3. Figure 4.
HI Dra. Star listed in the HIPPARCOS catalogue and later classied in the 74th Special
Name-List as an RRc variable. An analysis of the satellite data indicated that this
object was probably an ellipsoidal or Beta Lyrae variable. New photometric observations
conrmed that light variations are due to binarity (Figure 6). In addition, the folded light
curve shows an O'Connell eect of 0:
m
02, also present in the folded HIPPARCOS light
curve.




V1454 Aql. In the 74th Special Name-list of Variable Stars this object is listed as E:.
An analysis of the photometric satellite data allowed to determine that it is an Algol-type
eclipsing binary star. New photometric observations conrmed this point (Figure 7).




PU Peg. Light curve is depicted in Figure 8.




V351 Peg. Star catalogued as an RRc variable in the HIPPARCOS catalogue, and
in the 74th Special Name-list. An analysis of the satellite data and new photometric
observations showed that this star is not an RRc Lyrae star but an EW eclipsing binary
system (Figure 9). Minimum I and II cannot be unambiguously distinguished from the
observations. In the given ephemeris the best observed minimumwas taken as the primary
one.





Figure 5. Figure 6.
Figure 7. Figure 8.
Figure 9.
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HD 182844: A NEW LOW AMPLITUDE VARIABLE STAR
J.M. GOMEZ-FORRELLAD
Grup d'Estudis Astronomics, Apartat 9481, 08080 Barcelona, Spain, e-mail: jmgomez@astro.gea.cesca.es
Name of the object:
HD 182844 = SAO 124629 = PPM 167860 = BD +03

4021 = AGK +03

2464 =
















Mollet del Valles Observatory, 0.4-m Newtonian telescope
Detector: CCD
Filter(s): V
Comparison star(s): HD 182810 = SAO 124627 = PPM 167855 =
= BD +03

4018 = AGK +03

2463 = GSC 469 690
Check star(s): No suitable check star was available within the CCD
frames
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: Unknown
2 IBVS 4703
Remarks:
HD 182844 is a B8 or B9 star with a V magnitude of 9.4. It was found variable
while used as comparison star for V1454 Aql. Photometric observations show a
brightness variation of 0.033 magnitudes with a period of 0.96 days. The light
curve is slightly asymmetric and it is not possible to establish the type of variability.
Data cannot be satisfactorily overlapped after being folded with a double period,
so it is probably not an ellipsoidal variable. Another possibility is a 53 Per (SPB)
pulsating object. Nevertheless, the prewhitened light curve after removing the
main frequency component does not show additional periodicities. According to
Waelkens (1993), 53 Per stars sometimesmust be observed for more than one season
to detect multiperiodicity. It may also be a Bp star, but there is insucient spectral
information to support this hypothesis. The following ephemeris was computed:









Waelkens, C., 1993 in New Perspectives on Stellar Pulsation and Pulsating Variable Stars,
Nemec, J.M. and Matthews, J.M. editors, Cambridge University Press, p. 180
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NEAR-IR PHOTOMETRY AND OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY
OF THE HERBIG Ae STAR AB AURIGAE
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AB Aur (HD 31293; A0Ve+sh) is often considered prototypical of the class of Herbig
Ae stars, optically visible pre-main sequence stars of intermediate mass surrounded by
circumstellar disks of dust and gas. Its photometric and spectral properties are well
studied over a wide wavelength range (e.g. Bohm & Catala 1993; Grady et al. 1999; van
den Ancker et al. 1999; Catala et al. 1999). Although photographic measurements in the
beginning of this century (Gaposchkin 1952 and references therein) showed the star to be
strongly variable, it has remained nearly constant (Herbst et al. 1994; van den Ancker et al.
1998) until a fading of  1 magnitude in brightness from Nov. 30 to Dec. 1, 1997, reported
by amateur observers (Kawabata et al. 1998 and references therein). Such an event had
not been observed since the start of photoelectric measurements of AB Aur, more than
30 years ago. Although puzzling, this report did not trigger immediate response from the
astronomical community since such irregular photometric behaviour is known to occur in
other Herbig Ae stars and is attributed in these systems to variable extinction towards the
central star by dust clouds moving in and out of our line of sight. However, a recent IAU
circular (Ashok et al. 1999) reports that in January 1999, the near-infrared brightness
of AB Aur, due to thermal emission from dust in the circumstellar disk, has decreased
by more than a magnitude, and the Pa and Br lines, known to be prominent from
literature (Harvey 1984; Evans et al. 1987; Nisini et al. 1995; Rodgers & Wooden 1998),
are no longer present in emission. These observations suggest that the optical event at
the end of 1997 might be related to an EXOR event (after the prototype EX Lup; Herbig
1977; Herbst et al. 1994), in which a considerable part of the inner circumstellar disk,
seen nearly edge-on, was accreted, as opposed to an UXOR event (after UX Ori; Bibo &
The 1990; Grinin et al. 1998), in which matter moves in and out of our line of sight, but
in which the total amount of dust does not change.
To further investigate the changes in the AB Aur system, we have obtained new near-
IR photometry of AB Aur using the 1.5-m Carlos Sanchez Telescope (CST) at the Iza~na
observatory on Tenerife on April 24, 1999 (JD 2451292.862). The data were taken through
a 20
00
diaphragm and reduced in a standard fashion. The resulting magnitudes (J =
6:25  0:06, H = 5:36  0:05, K = 4:51  0:05) are about a magnitude brighter than
the ones reported by Ashok et al. (1999) and are only marginally fainter than older
2 IBVS 4704
Figure 1. Merged optical spectra of AB Aur taken on April 28, 1999 with ISIS at WHT.
literature values (Strom et al. 1972; Cohen & Schwartz 1976; Lorenzetti et al. 1983;
Berrilli et al. 1987). On April 28, 1999, optical spectra of AB Aur in the 3000{8200












wavelength ranges were obtained in service mode with the ISIS spectrograph on the 4.2-m
WilliamHerschel Telescope (WHT) at La Palma. The spectra were reduced with the usual
steps of bias subtraction, atelding, background subtraction and spectral extraction, and
wavelength and ux calibration. Since the night in which the spectra were taken was not
of photometric quality, the absolute uxes of the spectra were scaled to photometric
literature values, and they were merged into one single spectrum (Fig. 1). A plot in which
the continuum has been normalized to 1 and in which some of the features are identied
is shown in Fig. 2.
In our new AB Aur spectral data, emission components are clearly present in H i (H,
H and the Paschen lines up to P12), He i, Na i, O i and the red Ca ii triplet. Except for
the chromospheric He i emission at 5875 and 6678

A, which appears somewhat stronger,
the relative strength of all spectral features are within errors equal to those given in the
spectral atlas of AB Aur by Bohm & Catala (1993). Strong variability of the He i emission
strength was already noted by those, as well as by other authors (Catala et al. 1993, 1997,
1999). Our He i line strengths are within the range of values found in literature.
The new near-IR photometry and optical spectroscopy of AB Aur presented here shows
that if the reported infrared variability is real, the system has returned to its normal,
inactive, state within 100 days of the measurements taken by Ashok et al. (1999). If
the previous active phase was due to an EXOR-like enhanced accretion episode, the
mechanisms responsible for keeping the circumstellar disk stable must therefore have
replenished the inner disk material with material from the outer disk within this period.
IBVS 4704 3
Figure 2. Normalized optical spectra of AB Aur with the most prominent features identied.
4 IBVS 4704
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The  Dor stars are early F-type stars located on or near the main sequence in the HR
diagram, either at or just redward of the cool (red) edge of the  Scuti instability strip.
 Dor variables, as a class, are non-radial, gravity-mode pulsators (Krisciunas 1998). In
1997, Krisciunas & Crowe suggested that six early F-type stars in the open cluster M34
(NGC 1039) showed evidence for photometric variability over the course of a given night
or from night to night. From 27 September to 5 October 1997 (UT) we obtained CCD
time-series photometry for four of these six stars in two overlapping 11:5  11:5 arcmin
elds (which we call A and B) in the central region of M34. The data were taken with the
USNO 1-m reector, located near Flagsta, Arizona, using a 10241024 CCD and broad-








, are identical to those being used for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Fukugita et al.
1996). In this paper, we shall refer to the M34 stars by their \UVa" numbers (Ianna &
Schlemmer 1993).
The primary goal of our time-series survey was to characterize the relative levels of
variability amongst M34 member stars, not to measure absolute photometry. To that
end, we elected to use an ensemble averaging technique where the mean magnitude of a
set of demonstrably constant stars at each of the sky positions was used as the reference
magnitude for dierential photometry. In order to select a set of constant stars for each
position, we used an iterative approach where we started by using all of our program
stars in each position for the ensemble average (39 stars in position A and and 65 stars
in position B) and then rejecting those stars with the largest variations with respect to
the reference magnitude. In the end we selected 9 stars in position A and 12 stars in
position B for the ensemble average determinations. These stars show variations of 5.5
mmag with respect to the ensemble average in their positions and thus set the limit for
the amplitude of variations we are able to detect in the remaining program stars.
We note that two previously suspected variable stars, UVa 161 and UVa 162 (Krisciunas
& Crowe 1997), are now believed to be constant. In fact, both of these stars are used
as a part of the reference ensemble for position A in M34. Welch & Stetson (1993) have
devised a simple index for determining whether a star is variable. If the variability is
due to a temperature eect (e.g., pulsations or rotational modulation due to star spots),
the variations observed in one broad-band lter should be correlated with the variations
in another lter. For noiseless photometry of an ideal temperature-variable star using
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), the Welch-Stetson variability index
would be +1.00. If two-lter photometry gives a Welch-Stetson index of 0.00 for a given
star, then it is not temperature-variable. For our two ensemble average stars and former
suspected variables, UVa 161 and 162, we derive Welch-Stetson variability indices of
+0.11 and +0.20. This result, when combined with a visual inspection of the light curves
and a lack of any strong peaks in their Fourier power spectra show that these stars are
demonstrably constant.
Our time-series campaign revealed a number of new variable stars. The  Dor candi-
dates are discussed here while the cooler variables (likely spotted stars) will be the subject
of a separate paper (Patten & Krisciunas 1999). The two  Dor candidates are UVa 144
(located in position A of the survey) and UVa 224 (located in position B of the survey).
UVa 144 has a Welch-Stetson variability index of +0.69 and shows evidence for two
periods, P
1
= 0:6587 and P
2
= 0:7812 days, with false alarm probabilities of 0.0012 and
0.060, respectively. The 1997 g
0
data are characterized by sinusoids with amplitudes (i.e.
half of peak-to-peak) of 12.3  1.5 and 6.7  1.4 mmag, respectively. We have combined
the V-band data of 1996 with the g
0
data of 1997, normalizing each to the mean values
of the two observing runs. In Figure 1 we show the combined data for the two observing
seasons, folded by P
1
, but without pre-whitening by P
2
. For those  Dor stars which
have been well-characterized, it has been found that while the photometric amplitudes of
individual stars may be variable, the periods are often quite stable. Figure 1 shows that
this holds true for UVa 144. That the combined photometry folds well strongly suggests
that we have measured the true principal period and not settled on an alias of this period.
UVa 224 was our best  Dor candidate in M34 from scanty observations made in
September 1996. The two-lter photometry of 1997 yields a Welch-Stetson variability
index of +0.45, not a particularly large value. However, we believe part of the explanation
for this value lies in the low amplitude of variability of this star in 1997, as compared to the
1996 light curve. The photometric amplitude from the 1997 g
0
data is 6.5  1.2 mmag.
The 1996 data indicate a V -band amplitude of 25  6 mmag. Since the photometric




A, and presumably continues
to diminish at even longer wavelengths, the combination of photometric noise with low
amplitudes might reasonably give a smaller Welch-Stetson index. The biggest peak in the
power spectrum of UVa 224 yields a period of 0.9295 days, with a false-alarm probability
of 0.0076. If we assume the period determined from the 1997 data is close to the true
period and we also assume that period is stable, we nd that the 1996 data also fold
reasonably well to the 1997 period.
It is possible that the true second period of UVa 144 is the one day alias of the value




 0:439 d. Similarly, for UVa 224 the one day alias of
the period given above ( 0.482 d) might be its true principal period. These values are
not unheard of for  Dor stars (e.g. BS 8799; Zerbi et al. 1999). Only a multi-longitude
photometric campaign or extensive single-site photometry over the course of a full season
could decide the matter.
We feel condent that we have identied two  Dor candidates in M34. We call these
stars candidates, not bona de  Dor stars, because we have no spectroscopic evidence (i.e.
radial velocity and/or line prole variations) to prove conclusively that these two stars are
non-radial pulsators. The evidence to date suggests that the  Dor phenomenon occurs in
young stars (Krisciunas et al. 1995 and references therein). While no  Dor variables have
been found in the Hyades (age about 625 Myr; Perryman et al. 1998), the much younger
(100 Myr) open cluster NGC 2516 has several  Dor candidates (Zerbi et al. 1998). M34
has an age of about 250 Myr (Ianna & Schlemmer 1993). Under the assumption that
IBVS 4705 3
Figure 1. Folded light curve of the M34 star UVa 144. The V -band data of 1996 (dots) and the
g
0
-band data of 1997 (open circles) have been folded with a period of P
1
= 0:6587 days. The data have
not been pre-whitened by the sinusoid with P
2
= 0:7812 days.
Figure 2. Folded light curve of the M34 star UVa 224. The V -band data of 1996 (dots) and the
g
0
-band data of 1997 (open circles) have been folded with a period of 0.9295 days.
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 Dor-type variability is just a phase in the life of an early F-type star which ends when
its thin convection zone develops, we have shown that the  Dor phenomenon can persist
at least until such a star is 250 Myr old.
Acknowledgments: We thank Hugh Harris of the U. S. Naval Observatory for arranging
the telescope time; Bruce Margon and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey project for travel
support; and Lowell Observatory for accommodations.
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V500 Aql: AN ECLIPSING CLASSICAL NOVA
R. HAEFNER
Universitats{Sternwarte, Scheinerstr. 1, 81 679 Munchen, Germany
V500 Aql (Nova Aquilae 1943) experienced little observing attention. The rather
incomplete outburst light curve (e.g. Payne{Gaposchkin, 1957) nevertheless allowed the




). After reaching the maximumbrightness
of about 6.1 mag (photographic) the system faded to 17.8 mag. Its distance amounts to
4.9 kpc (e.g. Shafter, 1997). From a spectrum taken about 170 days after maximum the
expansion velocity was determined to be  2800 km s
 1
(Sanford, 1943). Based on the
presence of [Ne III] and [Fe VII] lines in this spectrum Della Valle and Livio (1998) suggest
this nova to be a member of the He/N class. Further information (e.g. coordinates, nding
chart, literature) may be found in the catalogues published by Duerbeck (1987) or Downes
et al. (1997).
The present photometric observations were obtained in August 1994 using the CCD
camera on the 0.9-m Dutch telescope at the European Southern Observatory. Since the
star appeared quite faint ( 20 mag) the measurements were performed in integral light.
Table 1 gives the observing log.
Table 1: Journal of observations. Start is the time for the midpoint of the rst exposure. The observation
interval includes also gaps due to any interruption of the exposure series.
Date Start Interval Int. Time Frames Obs.
(1994) (UT) (h) (min) No. Run
14 Aug. 0:59:09 5.705 5 60 1
17 Aug. 0:20:38 6.262 5 67 2
Dierential instrumental magnitudes were derived relative to nearby comparison stars
on the same CCD image. Fig. 1 presents the resulting light curve obtained during the
rst night (run 1). Two eclipses (depth  0.4 mag, duration  25 min) about 3.5 hours
apart are easily recognizable. Also shown are the measurements of a comparison star of
comparable brightness. The larger scatter in the V500 Aql data hints at ickering activity
in the nova system. Two further eclipses could be recorded during the second night (run 2)
when the system was  0.15 mag brighter. Further, the eclipse proles had changed to
a somewhat shallower shape. All this indicates that V500 Aql was probably met at the
beginning of a (dwarf nova) outburst, a behaviour shared with some further classical novae.
Unfortunately, the data of the second night suer from worse meteorological conditions
resulting in a larger scatter. After allowing for the 0.15 mag dierence the combined data
2 IBVS 4706
Figure 1. The light curve of V500 Aql (top) compared with a constant star (bottom). The
measurements were obtained on 14 August 1994.
Figure 2. The phased light curve of V500 Aql based on an orbital period of 3.485 hours. Open circles:
data of run 1, lled circles: data of run 2.
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set was subjected to a periodogram analysis yielding an orbital period of 3:485  0:02
hours. Fig. 2 shows the resulting phase diagram. The large scatter during the eclipse
phase is due to the dierent eclipse proles and the enhanced scatter of run 2.
The present data set does not allow to derive more detailed parameters but it is su-
cient to demonstrate the eclipse phenomenon in the V500 Aql system.
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THE DUST SHELL AROUND SAKURAI'S OBJECT
T. KIPPER
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In our recent paper (Kipper & Klochkova 1999) we analysed the spectra of the born{
again giant Sakurai's object (V4334 Sgr) whose evolution has been extraordinarily rapid.
We found that the eective temperatures of the object derived using spectral and photo-
metric methods were quite consistent until March 1997. Later results diverge noticeably.
The natural explanation for that is the increased circumstellar reddening and an extra
radiation from hot dust clouds as the star starts to show R CrB{type brightness drops.
In this note we try to model this situation.
The most comprehensive photometric data for June, September and October of 1997
in UBV JHKLM colours were obtained from Arkhipova et al. (1998). Further data for
May, 1997 in JHK were taken from Kamath & Ashok (1999) and from the near{IR
spectrum gures of Eyres et al. (1998) for April and July, 1997. Shorter wavelength data
(UBV Ri) for April, 1997 were taken from Duerbeck et al. (1997). For dereddening the
E(B   V ) = 0:53 (Duerbeck & Benetti 1996) and for the ux calibration the zero point
uxes by Straizys (1977) were used. The derived uxes are plotted in Fig. 1. As could
be seen, the data for near{IR deviate from each other quite noticeably. This reects both
the large observation errors and the variability as the plotted data cover the half a year
time span.
For modelling the dust shell the publicly available code DUSTY, developed by Ivezic,
Nenkova & Elizur (1997), was used.
For the input radiation from the central star the model spectra of H{decient stars
were used. Particularly for June 1997 and later we chose the model with T
e
= 5750 K,
log g = 0:3 and C=He = 0:1. This was the model giving the best t for the C
2
bands in
1998 spectra of Sakurai's object. We have earlier found that the line spectrum had not
changed from 1997 (Kipper & Klochkova 1999). With assumed stellar mass of 0.8 M

this corresponds to logL=L






According to Zubko (1997) the most probable grain type acting in R CrB stars en-
velopes are the graphite grains. We used the optical properties of graphite grains by
Draine & Lee (1984). In the course of modelling we found that only single size grains
with radii around a  0:055 m allow to explain UBV observations of 1997. This is in
accord with Zubko's (1997) ndings that in the case of R CrB stars the size distributions
of dust grains have peak{like form with typical sizes 0:02 0:07 m. The constant dust
density in quite narrow shell thickness R=R
in
= 0:25 was adopted as the shell formed
during very short time.
The dust temperature T
d
at the inner shell boundary R
in
was estimated from the
observed spectral shape and the location of the peak in near{IR region.
2 IBVS 4707
Figure 1. Modelling of circumstellar dust shell around Sakurai's object in 1997. Triangles { Arkhipova
et al. (1998) for June; diamonds { ibid., for September and October; asterisks { Duerbeck et al. (1997)
for April; squares { Kamath & Ashok (1999) for May; slanted crosses { Eyres et al. (1998) for March,
crosses { ibid. for July. The model spectra for June and July of 1997 are plotted with lines: full line {
total emerging ux, dotted line { contribution of the attenuated input radiation, dashed line {
contribution of the scattered radiation, dash{dotted line { dust emission, and dash{dot{dot line { input
stellar photospheric spectrum
Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but the model spectra are plotted for April 1997
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Figure 3. Modelling of circumstellar dust shell around Sakurai's object in 1998 and 1999. Triangles {
Jacoby & De Marco (1998) and Kaeu (1998) (near{IR) for June 1998; crosses { Lynch et al. (1998) for
March 1888; asterisks { Jacoby (1999) for March 1999. Full line { model total ux for March { July
1998, dashed line { model ux for March 1999
In that way for June and July of 1997 the following model was found: visual optical
depth, 
V









. This model is plotted also in Fig. 1. In this modelling the data by Arkhipova et
al. (1998) was given the highest weight.
For April 1997 higher stellar temperature, T
e
= 6000 K, smaller grain size, a =
0:04 m, visual optical depth, 
V







were needed (Fig. 2). The speed of the changes in the envelope parameters
between these two dates is in the order of the time{scale of gas acceleration found by
Fadeyev (1988) for R CrB dust envelopes.
For the autumn of 1997 the model with spherical distribution of dust is impossible
as both optical and near{IR ux have risen. The t is possible only if the luminosity of
the star was higher by about 20% or there was a hole in dust towards the observer with
smaller extinction. It should be noted that, according to AAVSO data, the observed V
magnitudes vary rather erratically up to 0:
m
5.
In 1998 the star suered deeper brightness drops. At the end of February the weakening
in V amounted to 2
m
, but the star almost recovered by the end of July when another, much
deeper weakening started. For the rst weakening the photometry by Jacoby & De Marco
(1998), Kaeu (1998) and Lynch et al. (1998) is plotted in Fig. 3. These observations




= 1250 K. In this case in
addition larger grains up to a = 0:15 m with standard IS distribution, n(a) / a
 3:5
, and
larger relative thickness of the shell R=R
in
= 10 are needed. Inclusion of larger grains
allows to model much atter output spectrum at the shorter wavelengths. Larger relative
thickness gives better t in near{IR region. The luminosity of the star should be higher
by 20% compared to July 1997.
The weakening which started in July 1998 has not yet stopped and by March 1999
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the star was already as weak as V = 20:08 (Jacoby 1999). These last data could be
approximated with the model having 
V
= 11:0 and T
d
not higher than 900 K. The (1023{
2230) colour alone corresponds to a blackbody with temperature of 1285 K (Jacoby 1999).
This very deep and longlasting minimum indicates that Sakurai's object could share the
fate of another nal helium shell ash star V605 Aql which after four years of fadings and
brightenings disappeared from the sky (Clayton & De Marco 1997).
The presented models follow from very crude approximations. The state of the system
is not steady but highly dynamical. The outpus of dust are probably related to a
pulsational cycle of the central star. This means that the input stellar radiation rapidly
changes. The gas in which the dust grains condense is ejected rather in cones with semi-
angle of about 20

(Feast 1986) than in spherical symmetry. Nevertheless, such modelling
allows to explain why the eective temperatures of the star determined from colours
and spectral data do not coincide and the spectral energy distribution of the system for
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BV PHOTOMETRY OF SX Phe BLUE STRAGGLERS
IN THE GLOBULAR CLUSTER NGC 5466
JENNWOOD CHEN, T. MICHAEL CORWIN
UNC Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 28223, USA [e-mail: mcorwin@uncc.edu]
Name of the object:













The images were obtained with the No. 1 0.9-meter telescope at Kitt Peak National
Observatory.
Detector: The 800800 TI#2 CCD with a pixel scale of 0.43 arcsec
(1991) and the 20482048 T2KA CCD with a pixel scale
of 0.69 arcsec (1992, 1993, 1995, 1997).
Filter(s): The Harris B and V lters were used, with exposure times
of 300 s for the V frames and 500 s for the B frames.
Comparison star(s): Four stars in the eld were selected as local magnitude
standards for relative photometry (185, 272, 276, and 281
Buonanno et al. 1984).
Transformed to a standard system: UBV
Standard stars (eld) used: Twenty-nine standard stars select-
ed from Landolt (1983) with a
range in (B   V ) from  0:186 to
+2.527 mag were observed.
Availability of the data:
Through IBVS Web-site as 4708-t1.txt, 4708-t2.txt, 4708-t3.txt, 4708-t4.txt,
4708-t5.txt, and 4708-t6.txt.
Type of variability: SX Phe
2 IBVS 4708
Remarks:
We present a new photometric study of the six SX Phe blue stragglers in NGC
5466 discussed by Nemec et al. (1994). The images used in this study were ob-
tained during May 1991, May 1992, April 1993, June 1995, and June 1997. The
raw data frames were processed and reduced following standard procedures using
ALLSTAR in DAOPHOTX in IRAF. The resulting ephemerides for maxima are:
NH 27: 0.050697 day, epoch 2448383.934  0.005 days; NH 29: 0.040295 day, epoch
2450618.753  0.005 day; NH 35: 0.049848 day, epoch 2448383.921  0.002 days;
NH 38: 0.055078 day, epoch 2448383.760  0.005 day; NH 39: 0.050480 day, epoch
2448382.686  0.002 day; and NH 49: 0.045070 day, epoch 2448383.668  0.005
day.
The light curves are for the B data. The lled squares are 1991 data, open squares
are 1992 data, lled triangles are 1993 data, open triangles are 1995 data, and lled
circles are 1997 data. The nding chart is published in Nemec and Harris (1987).
Figure 1. Figure 2.
IBVS 4708 3
Figure 3. Figure 4.
Figure 5. Figure 6.
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BD {02

5436, A NEW UU HERCULIS VARIABLE?
GLENN GOMBERT
1041 Yorkshire Place, Dayton OH, 45419 USA, gleng@innet.com
Name of the object:
BD  02

















Dayton TASS MkIII camera system: three CCD cameras, each using 135-mm f/2.8
lenses, operated serially in drift-scan (time-delay integration) mode.
Detector: Kodak KAF-0400, 14 arcsec/pxl
Filter(s): Johnson V
Transformed to a standard system: Johnson V
Standard stars (eld) used: First order transformation coe-
cients were calculated using Lan-






zero points were set with Tycho
stars present in each image. Per-
observation internal uncertainties





the magnitude of the variable. An
analysis of the photometric accu-
racy for a larger dataset has been
performed by Richmond (1998).
Availability of the data:
Through IBVS Web-site as 4709-t1.txt





5436 was found to be variable in data taken with the Dayton, Ohio TASS
MkIII camera system (Gombert & Droege 1998). The star is not present in the
`Combined General Catalogue of Variable Stars' (GCVS 4.1, Kholopov et al. 1998).
The star was observed 32 times between UT dates 11 July 1997 and 23 October
1998. During this interval the star showed a well-dened periodicity of 105 days.
The Tycho B V color of the star corrected to the standard system is 0.53  0.06.
This, combined with the small-amplitude, sawtooth-shaped lightcurve, suggests the
star is of the UU Herculis type. This is a rare class of high-latitude F-type super-
giants exhibiting sometimes varying modes of pulsation, but whose fundamental
characteristics are enigmatic (cf. Klochkova et al. 1997, Fernie & Seager 1995). A
period of about 52.5 days (more characteristic of UU Herculis type variables) could
not be established from the data collected to date.
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Figure 1. Photometry of BD  02

5436 phased for a period of 105 days.
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Astronomical Institute, Charles University Prague, CZ-180 00 Praha 8, V Holesovickach 2, Czech Republic,
E-mail: P.Molik@vupp.cz, miroslav.broz@usa.net, wolf@mbox.cesnet.cz
Name of the object:
















Hradec Kralove Observatory, Czech Republic, 0.25-m Newtonian telescope
Detector: SBIG ST-5 CCD camera
Filter(s): None
Comparison star(s): GSC 4050.0957
Check star(s): GSC 4050.1131
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Through IBVS Web-site as 4710-t1.txt
Type of variability: EA
Remarks:
New times of minimum light: HJD 2451157.5434, HJD 2451189.3872. New light
elements:




O C diagram with respect to the new elements is plotted in Fig. 1., corresponding
times of minima are available in electronic form through IBVS Web site.
Our observations suggest, in accordance with the previous photoelectric measure-
ments by Zhang et al. (1985, 1987), that V541 Cas should be classied as a short-
period Algol. The depth of primary and secondary minima of V541 Cas are equal
within the observational errors, therefore the choice of reference epoch in the above
given elements is arbitrary.
2 IBVS 4710
Figure 1. O   C diagram of V541 Cas. The individual photoelectric and CCD observations are
denoted by dots, the photographic measurements by circles and visual estimations by triangles.
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PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES
(BAV MITTEILUNGEN NO. 117)
FRANZ AGERER, JOACHIM H

UBSCHER
Bundesdeutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Veranderliche Sterne e.V. (BAV), Munsterdamm 90, D{12169 Berlin,
Germany
In this 38th compilation of BAV results, photoelectric observations obtained in the
years 1998 and 1999 are presented on 108 variable stars giving 180 minima and maxima.
All moments of minima and maxima are heliocentric. The errors are tabulated in col-
umn `'. The values in column `O C' are determined without incorporation of nonlinear
terms. The references are given in the section `Remarks'. All information about photome-
ters and lters are specied in the column `Rem'. The observations were made at private
observatories. The photoelectric measurements and all the lightcurves with evaluations
can be obtained from the oce of the BAV for inspection.
Table 1: Eclipsing binaries
Variable Min JD 24: : :  Obs O   C Fil Rem
RT And 51076.4564 .0003 QU  0:0032 GCVS 85 V 3)
51103.5007 .0003 QU  0:0029 GCVS 85 V 3)
51179.3440 .0003 QU +0:0544 s GCVS 85 V 3)
AA And 50013.3710 .0022 AG  0:0806 GCVS 85 BV 2)
AB And 51178.2972 .0010 ATB  0:0154 s GCVS 85 1)
BL And 50727.3182 .0011 MS +0:0067 s GCVS 85 1)
KN And 50692.5064 .0009 MS +0:0716 BAVR 3) 1)
EK Aqr 50717.4960 .0003 KI +0:0253 GCVS 85 1)
EL Aqr 51080.4443 .0008 KI +0:0053 GCVS 85 1)
OO Aql 51040.4440 .0002 QU +0:0081 s GCVS 85 V 3)
V343 Aql 51032.3968 .0005 KI  0:0285 GCVS 85 1)
V415 Aql 50692.4053 .0010 AG +0:0029 BAVM 69 BV 2)
V417 Aql 51016.4534 .0003 KI  0:0444 s BAVR 2) 1)
V694 Aql 51078.3432 .0005 KI +0:0016 BAVM 97 1)
GSC 1062.33 (Aql) 51043.3877 .0004 QU Ir 3)
RX Ari 51146.3969 .0006 KI +0:0277 GCVS 85 I 1)
EM Aur 50831.5881 .0004 FR  0:1369 s GCVS 85 4)
HU Aur 50425.2786 .0024 MS  0:0199 GCVS 85 1)
IM Aur 51165.504: .002 AG +0:544 GCVS 85 BV 2)
51177.3620 .0002 AG  0:0707 GCVS 85 BV 2)
KO Aur 50825.3487 .0004 AG +0:0448 GCVS 85 BV 2)
V404 Aur 50706.5120 .0018 MS 1)
50749.5073 .0003 MS 1)
50799.2904 .0007 MS 1)
TY Boo 50556.3910 .0006 MS  0:0054 BAVM 68 1)
VW Boo 50953.4088 .0003 KI  0:0273 BAVR 1) 1)
XY Boo 50547.3679 .0006 AG +0:0335 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
50547.5532 .0008 AG +0:0335 GCVS 85 BV 2)
CK Boo 50597.4577 .0004 KI +0:0398 s GCVS 85 1)
50926.5076 .0004 KI +0:0431 GCVS 85 1)
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Table 1 (cont.)
Variable Min JD 24: : :  Obs O   C Fil Rem
FF Cnc 50844.4064 .0021 FR  0:0581 BAVM 65 4)
50846.3918 .0003 FR  0:0575 s BAVM 65 4)
50848.3768 .0002 FR  0:0572 BAVM 65 4)
50850.3603 .0007 FR  0:0584 s BAVM 65 4)
BO CVn 50570.4605 .0004 AG BV 2)
XZ CMi 50897.3279 .0004 KI  0:0077 GCVS 85 1)
YY CMi 50896.3794 .0035 ATB +0:0155 s GCVS 85 1)
AK CMi 50881.3429 .0011 KI +0:2780 GCVS 85 1)
50896.3307 .0002 KI  0:0135 GCVS 85 1)
51185.5041 .0006 AG  0:0137 GCVS 85 BV 2)
AM CMi 50514.4794 .0042 ATB +0:1287 GCVS 85 1)
BH Cas 51123.5502 .0003 AG 1)
51171.2388 .0011 AG 1)
51171.4442 .0005 AG 1)
DZ Cas 50692.3721 .0009 AG  0:1399 GCVS 85 1)
EN Cas 50695.5156 .0036 MS +0:2375 GCVS 85 1)
50744.3272 .0002 MS +0:2339 GCVS 85 1)
V357 Cas 50000.4614 .0006 AG  0:0233 GCVS 85 1)
51043.4235 .0006 AG  0:0454 GCVS 85 1)
V361 Cas 50779.3259 .0006 MS  0:1604 GCVS 85 1)
50784.2410 .0032 MS  0:1612 GCVS 85 1)
V385 Cas 50752.2475 .0018 MS  0:6597 GCVS 85 1)
V387 Cas 50678.4248 .0009 MS +0:0384 GCVS 85 1)
V445 Cas 50751.2736 .0038 MS  0:0023 BAVM 69 1)
V651 Cas 50001.388: .003 AG +0:003 s BAVM 55 BV 2)
WW Cep 50573.4126 .0001 AG +0:0014 BAVM 71 1)
50688.4321 .0002 AG  0:0002 BAVM 71 1)
EG Cep 50899.3352 .0002 DIE +0:0145 GCVS 85 4)
50924.3869 .0004 DIE +0:0135 GCVS 85 4)
51034.4029 .0001 DIE +0:0159 GCVS 85 6)
51040.3910 .0004 DIE +0:0132 GCVS 85 6)
51100.3016 .0007 DIE +0:0154 GCVS 85 6)
51107.3796 .0001 DIE +0:0133 GCVS 85 6)
51198.3324 .0006 DIE +0:0142 GCVS 85 6)
OT Cep 50850.3762 .0005 AG  0:0551 s GCVS 85 1)
RW Cet 50716.5647 .0003 KI +0:0030 GCVS 85 1)
TT Cet 50750.4538 .0004 KI  0:0356 s GCVS 85 1)
TX Cet 50741.4574 .0002 KI +0:0166 GCVS 85 1)
51078.5389 .0005 KI +0:0158 GCVS 85 1)
VV Cet 51137.3383 .0009 KI +0:0877 s GCVS 85 I 1)
SS Com 50944.4045 .0007 KI +0:0458 s BAVR 2) 1)
CC Com 50881.4817 .0002 KI  0:0105 GCVS 85 1)
NSV 6177 (Com) 50425.6619 .0011 MS +0:0082 BAVM 88 1)
50848.4465 .0001 MS +0:0265 BAVM 88 1)
KR Cyg 50703.4230 .0004 FR +0:0035 GCVS 85 4)
50750.3193 .0033 FR  0:0062 s GCVS 85 4)
50948.5166 .0001 FR +0:0031 GCVS 85 4)
51033.4436 .0021 FR  0:0077 s GCVS 85 4)
51036.4121 .0004 FR +0:0028 GCVS 85 4)
V477 Cyg 50699.4784 .0008 AG  0:3271 SAC 58 BV 2)
V488 Cyg 50700.4395 .0003 FR +0:1065 s GCVS 85 4)
50703.5189 .0014 FR +0:1031 GCVS 85 4)
50745.2825 .0004 FR +0:1085 s GCVS 85 4)
50750.3258 .0003 FR +0:1071 s GCVS 85 4)
50751.4475 .0008 FR +0:1078 s GCVS 85 4)
50753.4152 .0009 FR +0:1137 GCVS 85 4)
50754.2490 .0002 FR +0:1067 s GCVS 85 4)
50755.3704 .0005 FR +0:1072 s GCVS 85 4)
50944.5411 .0007 FR +0:1047 GCVS 85 4)
50948.4671 .0014 FR +0:1071 GCVS 85 4)
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Table 1 (cont.)
Variable Min JD 24: : :  Obs O   C Fil Rem
V488 Cyg 51032.5394 .0017 FR +0:1025 GCVS 85 4)
51033.3800 .0015 FR +0:1023 s GCVS 85 4)
51034.5027 .0012 FR +0:1040 s GCVS 85 4)
51036.4688 .0011 FR +0:1082 GCVS 85 4)
51040.3909 .0013 FR +0:1067 GCVS 85 4)
V501 Cyg 50702.4527 .0011 MS  0:1372 GCVS 85 1)
V505 Cyg 51034.4242 .0002 AG +0:1312 s GCVS 85 1)
V513 Cyg 50669.3898 .0011 MS  0:2875 GCVS 85 1)
V628 Cyg 51120.3145 .0014 AG +0:0034 BAVM 89 1)
V700 Cyg 49999.3024 .0003 AG +0:0106 GCVS 85 1)
49999.4474 .0002 AG  0:0144 s GCVS 85 1)
V725 Cyg 50745.2837 .0008 FR +0:1978 GCVS 85 4)
51033.5446 .0030 FR +0:2004 GCVS 85 4)
51036.4825 .0017 FR +0:2118 GCVS 85 4)
V859 Cyg 51041.4433 .0011 AG  0:0418 s GCVS 85 1)
V1004 Cyg 50718.3446 .0011 MS  0:0993 GCVS 85 1)
V1187 Cyg 51165.2517 .0004 AG  0:0142 BAVM 73 1)
V1191 Cyg 51165.2414 .0007 AG +0:0016 GCVS 85 1)
TY Del 51079.4063 .0005 KI +0:0493 GCVS 85 1)
AV Del 50714.3478 .0003 KI +0:0299 GCVS 85 1)
DM Del 50717.3117 .0005 KI  0:0488 GCVS 85 1)
EX Del 51107.2642 .0006 KI  0:0712 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
FZ Del 51031.4907 .0003 KI  0:0337 GCVS 85 1)
GG Del 51025.4734 .0003 KI  0:0169 GCVS 85 1)
BX Dra 50547.4042 .0004 AG  0:0020 GCVS 85 1)
50904.3743 .0003 AG +0:0500 GCVS 85 1)
50945.4868 .0005 AG  0:0851 s GCVS 85 1)
EF Dra 50571.4095 .0007 AG +0:0087 BAVM 63 BV 2)
BV Eri 51165.3913 .0006 KI  0:0640 s GCVS 85 Ir 1)
WW Gem 50859.3343 .0004 QU +0:0274 GCVS 85 Ir 3)
51177.4541 .0004 QU +0:0298 GCVS 85 V 3)
YY Gem 50896.3199 .0001 HSR  0:0090 GCVS 85 3)
51163.4047 .0003 QU  0:0089 GCVS 85 Ic 3)
51165.4400 .0003 QU  0:0093 s GCVS 85 Ic 3)
EY Gem 51176.4544 .0005 AG  0:1879 GCVS 85 1)
GX Gem 50824.5567 .0003 FR  0:2961 s GCVS 85 4)
UX Her 50720.3377 .0080 MZ +0:0271 GCVS 85 5)
HS Her 50688.4034 .0005 AG  0:0112 GCVS 85 BV 2)
V728 Her 50948.4841 .0004 AG +0:0142 s BAVM 51 1)
V829 Her 50585.4816 .0009 AG BV 2)
V857 Her 50571.3716 .0011 MS 1)
50851.5382 .0006 MS 1)
50859.5637 .0008 MS 1)
50885.5546 .0012 MS 1)
50896.4479 .0011 MS 1)
V878 Her 50573.4298 .0009 AG BV 2)
AV Hya 51165.6373 .0004 KI  0:0506 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
EU Hya 50862.4728 .0004 KI  0:0142 GCVS 85 1)
VY Lac 50000.504: .002 AG  0:141 s GCVS 85 BV 2)
CN Lac 50659.4623 .0011 MS +0:0897 s GCVS 85 1)
50666.4702 .0011 MS +0:0865 s GCVS 85 1)
FL Lac 50594.4080 .0011 MS  0:0617 GCVS 85 1)
50605.4822 .0011 MS  0:0607 GCVS 85 1)
IM Lac 51036.4130 .0004 AG  0:1504 s GCVS 85 1)
51081.4401 .0007 AG  0:1497 GCVS 85 1)
V364 Lac 49995.3088 .0020 AG +0:1122 s BAV unp. BV 2)
UV Leo 50851.3979 .0002 MS +0:0182 s GCVS 85 1)
UX Leo 50896.4469 .0003 KI +0:0154 BAVM 68 1)
XY Leo 50916.3738 .0004 KI  0:0014 GCVS 85 1)
XZ Leo 51163.5287 .0004 QU +0:0245 GCVS 85 V 3)
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Table 1 (cont.)
Variable Min JD 24: : :  Obs O   C Fil Rem
AL Leo 50849.4099 .0055 MS +0:0055 BAVM 53 1)
AP Leo 50926.3561 .0003 KI  0:0301 GCVS 85 1)
RT LMi 50898.3730 .0004 MS  0:0022 GCVS 85 1)
SW Lyn 51177.3359 .0007 DIE +0:0289 GCVS 85 6)
51197.3050 .0004 DIE +0:0321 GCVS 85 6)
UZ Lyr 50952.4199 .0014 HSR  0:0088 GCVS 85 Ir 3)
QU Lyr 51037.4224 .0005 AG  0:0022 GCVS 85 1)
V404 Lyr 50593.4582 .0011 MS  0:0696 GCVS 85 1)
50894.6115 .0007 MS  0:0660 GCVS 85 1)
BO Mon 51155.5941 .0002 KI  0:0816 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
V442 Mon 50753.6478 .0011 MS +0:0308 GCVS 85 1)
V453 Mon 50508.3216 .0011 MS  0:1435 s GCVS 87 1)
50743.6388 .0011 MS  0:1325 GCVS 87 1)
50799.5922 .0005 MS  0:1717 s GCVS 87 1)
50824.3763 .0004 MS  0:1205 s GCVS 87 1)
50825.3996 .0003 MS  0:1277 GCVS 87 1)
50839.4500 .0002 MS  0:1613 s GCVS 87 1)
50855.2917 .0002 MS  0:1212 s GCVS 87 1)
51165.4676 .0001 MS  0:1372 GCVS 87 1)
V514 Mon 50863.328: .002 KI  0:058 s GCVS 85 1)
51138.6780 .0009 MS  0:0502 s GCVS 85 1)
51139.5115 .0005 MS  0:0527 GCVS 85 1)
51178.5267 .0008 KI  0:0536 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
V527 Mon 50855.4057 .0012 MS  0:0182 GCVS 85 1)
V528 Mon 51199.4747 .0004 MS 1)
V530 Mon 50841.4280 .0064 MS +0:1085 GCVS 85 1)
50848.5118 .0008 KI +0:0977 s GCVS 85 1)
V532 Mon 50749.6404 .0011 MS +0:0773 GCVS 85 1)
V634 Mon 50845.397: .001 MS +0:067 GCVS 85 1)
Remarks:
AG: Agerer, F., Tiefenbach FR: Frank, P., Velden MS: Moschner, W., Lennestadt
ATB: Achterberg, Dr. H., Norderstedt HSR: Husar, Dr. D., Hamburg MZ: Maintz, G., Bonn
DIE: Dietrich, M., Radebeul KI: Kleikamp, W., Marl QU: Quester, W., Esslingen
: = uncertain;
s = secondary minimum
1) = photometer CCD 375  242 uncoated, lter: V/Ir
2) = photometer EMI 9781A, lter: V = GG495, 1 mm; B = BG12, 1 mm + GG385, 2 mm
3) = photometer ST-7, lter: V or Ir = KG/2
4) = photometer OES-LcCCD11, without lter
5) = photometer LC14, without lter
6) = photometer pictor 1616XT
BAVM 51 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 51 = IBVS No. 3234
BAVM 53 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 53 = IBVS No. 3401
BAVM 55 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 55 = IBVS No. 3554
BAVM 63 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 63 = IBVS No. 3811
BAVM 65 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 65 = IBVS No. 3859
BAVM 71 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 71 = IBVS No. 4131
BAVM 73 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 73 = IBVS No. 4133
BAVM 88 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 88 = IBVS No. 4386
BAVM 89 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 96 = IBVS No. 4381
BAVM 97 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 97 = IBVS No. 4481
BAVM nn = BAV Mitteilungen No. nn
BAVR 1) = BAV Rundbrief 32, 122
BAVR 2) = BAV Rundbrief 33, 152
BAVR 3) = BAV Rundbrief 39, 19
BAV unp. = BAV unpublished
GCVS nn = General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th ed. 19nn
SAC xx = Rocznik Astronomiczny No.xx, Krakow (SAC)
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Corrections to IBVS No. 4711
RT And instead of 51179.3440 QU correct is 51178.3440
V477 Cyg 50699.4784 AG 50693.4784
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PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES
AND MAXIMA OF PULSATING STARS
(BAV MITTEILUNGEN NO. 118)
FRANZ AGERER, MICHAEL DAHM, JOACHIM H

UBSCHER
Bundesdeutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Veranderliche Sterne e.V. (BAV), Munsterdamm 90, D{12169 Berlin,
Germany
In this 39th compilation of BAV results, photoelectric observations obtained in the
years 1998 and 1999 are presented on 115 variable stars giving 172 minima and maxima.
All moments of minima and maxima are heliocentric. The errors are tabulated in col-
umn `'. The values in column `O C' are determined without incorporation of nonlinear
terms. The references are given in the section `Remarks'. All information about photome-
ters and lters are specied in the column `Rem'. The observations were made at private
observatories. The photoelectric measurements and all the lightcurves with evaluations
can be obtained from the oce of the BAV for inspection.
Table 1: Eclipsing Binaries
Variable Min JD 24: : :  Obs O  C Fil Rem
V449 Oph 50977.4734 .0003 KI +0:0356 GCVS 85 1)
V508 Oph 50950.5658 .0002 KI +0:0056 GCVS 85 1)
50987.4582 .0003 KI +0:0052 GCVS 85 1)
V839 Oph 50985.4927 .0004 KI  0:0711 GCVS 85 1)
DZ Ori 50754.5893 .0011 MS  0:2699 GCVS 85 1)
50813.3486 .0004 MS  0:2670 GCVS 85 1)
ER Ori 50845.3071 .0003 KI +0:0205 s GCVS 85 1)
51138.5131 .0003 KI +0:0229 GCVS 85 I 1)
FH Ori 50849.2846 .0005 KI  0:2561 GCVS 85 1)
51137.5314 .0003 KI  0:2647 GCVS 85 I 1)
FR Ori 50862.3705 .0001 KI +0:0191 GCVS 85 1)
FT Ori 50850.3423 .0002 QU +0:0071 GCVS 85 Ir 4)
FZ Ori 51178.3646 .0006 KI  0:0540 s GCVS 85 Ir 1)
GU Ori 50863.4275 .0003 FR 5)
50865.3103 .0005 FR 5)
50897.3183 .0003 FR 5)
V343 Ori 50859.3746 .0006 KI +0:1243 s GCVS 85 1)
51166.4424 .0007 AG +0:1288 GCVS 85 BV 2)
U Peg 51146.2454 .0003 KI  0:0759 s GCVS 87 I 1)
AT Peg 51077.4580 .0008 KI +0:0053 GCVS 87 1)
BB Peg 51078.4304 .0004 KI +0:0058 s GCVS 87 1)
CC Peg 51035.5428 .0005 AG +0:0980 GCVS 87 1)
DO Peg 50771.2495 .0005 KI  0:0194 GCVS 87 1)
EU Peg 50671.4216 .0011 MS +0:0342 GCVS 87 1)
EY Peg 49947.626 .001 AG 1)
51080.4514 .0007 AG V 1)
GH Peg 51140.2461 .0004 KI +0:0046 GCVS 87 I 1)
HW Per 50756.4168 .0024 MS +0:0165 s GCVS 87 1)
51197.3119 .0006 MS +0:0236 GCVS 87 1)
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Table 1 (cont.)
Variable Min JD 24: : :  Obs O  C Fil Rem
KL Per 51077.4389 .0004 AG V 1)
51166.3595 .0003 AG 1)
V432 Per 50718.4086 .0006 AG +0:0000 BAVM 61 BV 2)
50718.6009 .0004 AG +0:0007 s BAVM 61 BV 2)
V449 Per 51138.3650 .0011 MS +0:0318 GCVS 87 1)
V482 Per 51185.3277 .0011 AG +0:0909 BAVM 68 BV 2)
V505 Per 51171.4393 .0013 AG +0:0032 s IBVS 3479 BV 2)
UV Psc 50756.4201 .0001 KI  0:0098 GCVS 87 1)
CU Sge 51020.4911 .0004 KI +0:0142 GCVS 87 1)
DK Sct 51036.3879 .0004 KI +0:0299 GCVS 87 1)
BI Ser 50562.4168 .0004 AG +0:1887 GCVS 87 1)
CC Ser 50546.4804 .0005 AG  0:1086 s GCVS 87 BV 2)
Y Sex 50897.4562 .0007 HSR +0:0223 BAVR 1) 4)
50904.3837 .0004 KI +0:0227 s BAVR 1) 1)
RZ Tau 50824.3861 .0002 KI +0:0283 GCVS 87 1)
50848.2882 .0002 KI +0:0291 s GCVS 87 1)
51155.4725 .0003 KI +0:0298 s GCVS 87 Ir 1)
CU Tau 50672.5366 .0011 MS +0:0572 GCVS 87 1)
50673.5678 .0011 MS +0:0579 s GCVS 87 1)
51184.2912 .0004 AG +0:0407 s GCVS 87 1)
GR Tau 50013.5295 .0014 AG  0:0058 s BAVR 2) BV 2)
51139.5145 .0004 KI  0:0194 BAVR 2) I 1)
51198.4049 .0005 QU  0:0188 BAVR 2) V 4)
V1112 Tau 50464.3023 .0011 MS 1)
50841.2966 .0014 MS 1)
51140.5268 .0007 KI I 1)
X Tri 51081.3423 .0003 HSR  0:0345 GCVS 87 V 4)
UY UMa 50570.5012 .0003 AG +0:0572 GCVS 87 1)
50898.3909 .0003 AG +0:0609 GCVS 87 1)
50898.5770 .0003 AG +0:0590 s GCVS 87 1)
50944.4471 .0006 AG +0:0552 s GCVS 87 1)
AW Vir 50904.4927 .0002 KI +0:0114 s GCVS 87 1)
AZ Vir 50916.5061 .0005 KI  0:0122 s GCVS 87 1)
BH Vir 50948.4075 .0002 KI  0:0045 GCVS 87 1)
GR Vir 50947.371: .001 KI  0:064 s GCVS 87 1)
HW Vir 50927.3774 .0002 HSR Ir 4)
50943.3678 .0001 KI 1)
50943.4262 .0002 KI 1)
50943.4843 .0002 KI 1)
50946.4024 .0005 QU 4)
50948.3866 .0006 QU 4)
HI Vul 50680.4438 .0007 AG  0:0496 GCVS 87 1)
Table 2: Pulsating stars
Variable Max JD 24: : :  Obs O  C Fil Rem
SW And 51125.317 .005 PS  0:005 BAVM 78 3)
51178.3804 .0014 ATB  0:0141 BAVM 78 1)
XX And 51139.4344 .0035 ATB  0:0586 SAC 60 1)
GP And 51158.4139 .0028 ATB +0:0006 GCVS 85 1)
51165.2591 .0003 KI +0:0004 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
OV And 51169.3449 .0021 ATB  0:0052 MVS 11,133 1)
BR Aqr 51139.3024 .0004 KI  0:1159 GCVS 85 I 1)
CP Aqr 51080.3324 .0004 KI  0:0743 GCVS 85 1)
CY Aqr 51129.2612 .0003 KI +0:0094 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
51129.3222 .0003 KI +0:0094 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
AA Aql 51077.3211 .0004 KI  0:0006 BAVM 78 1)
V341 Aql 51105.2728 .0008 KI +0:0157 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
RV Ari 50755.3547 .0027 MAR +0:0038 GCVS 85 1)
50755.4412 .0023 MAR  0:0028 GCVS 85 1)
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Table 2 (cont.)
Variable Max JD 24: : :  Obs O  C Fil Rem
RW Ari 51139.246: .003 HSR  0:170 GCVS 85 4)
SY Ari 51168.2669 .0012 KI Ir 1)
TZ Aur 50540.4034 .0012 ATB +0:0076 GCVS 85 1)
50874.5016 .0012 ATB +0:0074 GCVS 85 1)
RS Boo 50951.5260 .0014 ATB +0:0122 BAVR 3) 1)
TW Boo 50891.4370 .0008 HSR  0:0273 GCVS 85 4)
UU Boo 50881.4293 .0002 HSR +0:1058 GCVS 85 4)
UY Boo 50942.5448 .0028 HSR +0:1177 SAC 68 Ir 4)
50944.4946 .0021 HSR +0:1149 SAC 68 Ir 4)
YZ Boo 50950.4164 .0080 MZ  0:0024 GCVS 85 6)
CG Boo 50863.4415 .0006 MS 1)
CM Boo 50871.4631 .0005 QU  0:0127 BAVM 75 4)
50882.4210 .0004 QU  0:0182 BAVM 75 4)
50893.3843 .0006 HSR  0:0184 BAVM 75 4)
50949.4209 .0008 BK  0:0170 BAVM 75 4)
CQ Boo 50941.4827 .0010 QU +0:0584 MVS 10,39 4)
50945.4535 .0035 HSR +0:0828 MVS 10,39 Ir 4)
50948.5485 .0031 BK +0:0772 MVS 10,39 4)
CS Boo 50926.4878 .0015 HSR  0:0048 IBVS 2855 Ir 4)
50926.4901 .0016 BK  0:0026 IBVS 2855 4)
AH Cam 50859.4999 .0004 QU +0:1485 GCVS 85 Ir 4)
51136.3799 .0006 HSR +0:1088 GCVS 85 4)
VZ Cnc 50885.3455 .0003 KI +0:0033 GCVS 85 1)
RZ CVn 50152.4870: .0160 KRW, ZAU  0:1980 GCVS 85 4)
50577.4670 .0052 KRW, ZAU  0:2088 GCVS 85 4)
50585.4100 .0042 KRW, ZAU  0:2095 GCVS 85 4)
X CMi 50863.3626 .0033 BK +0:0063 BAVR 6) 4)
Y CMi 50845.437 .005 PS +0:238 GCVS 85 3)
HU Cas 51185.4689 .0002 AG 1)
GSC 4004.1211 (Cas) 50772.2947 .0024 MS 1)
50772.4188 .0009 MS 1)
50772.5389 .0018 MS 1)
RR Cet 51155.3689 .0007 KI  0:0027 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
RZ Cet 51138.3887 .0005 KI  0:0839 GCVS 85 I 1)
S Com 50896.4364 .0006 HSR +0:0143 SAC 60 4)
50927.5277 .0035 ATB +0:0165 SAC 60 1)
U Com 50950.469 .010 PS +0:020 GCVS 85 3)
RY Com 50950.3741 .0012 BK +0:0894 GCVS 85 4)
ST Com 50934.4920 .0035 ATB  0:0224 GCVS 85 1)
SZ CrB 50562.4870 .0011 MS  0:2094 GCVS 85 1)
50898.5166 .0022 MS  0:1955 GCVS 85 1)
XZ Cyg 51017.4287 .0007 HSR  0:0247 BAVM 78 Ir 4)
DX Del 51033.4554 .0007 KI +0:0440 GCVS 85 1)
RT Equ 51055.471 .005 PS +0:030 GCVS 85 3)
RX Eri 50863.344 .005 PS  0:003 GCVS 85 3)
BK Eri 51184.2689 .0012 KI  0:0957 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
SZ Gem 51221.4798 .0007 QU  0:0378 GCVS 85 V 4)
51222.4832 .0010 QU  0:0367 GCVS 85 V 4)
KV Gem 51165.4878 .0012 KI  0:0241 GCVS 85 Ir 1)
VX Her 50935.4667 .0021 ATB  0:0249 BAVR 4) 1)
DY Her 50975.4435 .0004 KI  0:0159 GCVS 85 1)
RR Leo 50896.5410 .0010 ATB +0:0268 GCVS 85 1)
50898.353 .003 PS +0:029 GCVS 85 3)
SS Leo 50824.558 .005 PS  0:007 GCVS 85 3)
50925.3889 .0046 MAR  0:0176 GCVS 85 1)
ST Leo 50849.625 .005 PS  0:009 GCVS 85 3)
50863.4866 .0025 HSR  0:0099 GCVS 85 4)
SW Leo 50571.4811 .0013 FR +0:0018 GCVS 85 5)
WW Leo 50553.378 .013 PS +0:021 GCVS 85 3)
TV Lib 50950.4543 .0003 KI  0:0034 GCVS 85 1)
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Table 2 (cont.)
Variable Max JD 24: : :  Obs O  C Fil Rem
CN Lyr 50947.5176 .0021 HSR +0:0031 BAVR 5) Ir 4)
CM Ori 51136.4893 .0007 HSR  0:0431 GCVS 85 4)
VV Peg 51035.5247 .0005 KI  0:0281 GCVS 87 1)
BF Peg 51035.4653 .0005 HSR +0:1398 GCVS 87 4)
51036.4574 .0021 HSR +0:1402 GCVS 87 4)
51037.4465 .0031 HSR +0:1377 GCVS 87 4)
BP Peg 51015.4428 .0004 HSR +0:0352 GCVS 87 Ir 4)
51081.3876 .0006 KI +0:0349 GCVS 87 1)
DH Peg 51020.5068 .0035 HSR +0:0280 GCVS 87 Ir 4)
51138.2935 .0011 KI +0:0243 GCVS 87 I 1)
DY Peg 50453.2928 .0008 ATB  0:0010 GCVS 87 1)
51137.2674 .0003 KI  0:0022 GCVS 87 I 1)
51158.4139 .0007 ATB  0:0043 GCVS 87 1)
SS Psc 51156.393 .004 ATB  0:066 GCVS 87 1)
AN Ser 50969.4383 .0008 KI +0:0039 GCVS 87 1)
AR Ser 50948.5198 .0012 KI  0:0012 GCVS 87 1)
CW Ser 50944.4831 .0006 KI +0:0229 GCVS 87 1)
DY Ser 50953.5204 .0011 KI  0:0121 GCVS 87 1)
RV UMa 50865.4766 .0011 HSR +0:0634 GCVS 87 4)
AE UMa 50862.3840 .0035 MAR  0:0033 GCVS 87 1)
ST Vir 50945.5825 .0018 BK +0:1327 GCVS 87 4)
UU Vir 50942.4064 .0006 KI  0:0168 GCVS 87 1)
AF Vir 50949.4746 .0004 KI +0:0742 GCVS 87 1)
AT Vir 50947.4275 .0042 BK  0:1580 GCVS 87 4)
AV Vir 50951.4639 .0042 HSR +0:0133 GCVS 87 Ir 4)
BC Vir 50951.4006 .0005 KI  0:0023 GCVS 87 1)
FU Vir 50865.5034 .0003 MS +0:1763 GCVS 87 1)
Remarks:
AG: Agerer, F., Tiefenbach MAR: Martignoni, M., Busto Arsizio (I)
ATB: Achterberg, Dr. H., Norderstedt MS: Moschner, W., Lennestadt
BK: Birkner, C., Hagen MZ: Maintz, G., Bonn
FR: Frank, P., Velden PS: Paschke, A., Rueti (CH)
HSR: Husar Dr. D., Hamburg QU: Quester, W., Esslingen
KI: Kleikamp, W., Marl ZAU: Zaunick, H., Radebeul
KRW: Krawietz, A., Kurort Hartha
: = uncertain
s = secondary minimum
1) = photometer CCD 375  242 uncoated | lter: V/Ir
2) = photometer EMI 9781A | lter: V = GG495, 1 mm; B = BG12, 1 mm + GG385, 2 mm
3) = photometer Cryocam 80A | without lter
4) = photometer ST-7 | lter: V or Ir = KG/2
5) = photometer OES-LcCCD11 | without lter
6) = photometer LC14 | without lter
BAVM 61 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 61 = IBVS No. 3797
BAVM 87 = BAV Mitteilungen No. 87 = IBVS No. 4332
BAVM nn = BAV Mitteilungen No.nn
BAVR 1) = BAV Rundbrief 32, 36
BAVR 2) = BAV Rundbrief 35, 1
BAVR 3) = BAV Rundbrief 36, 157
BAVR 4) = BAV Rundbrief 39, 9
BAVR 5) = BAV Rundbrief 43, 57
BAVR 6) = BAV Rundbrief 44, 162
GCVS nn = General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th ed. 19nn
SAC xx = Rocznik Astronomiczny No.xx, Krakow (SAC)
IBVS xxxx = Information Bulletin on Variable Stars No.xxxx
MVS xx; xxx = Mitteilungen uber Veranderliche Sterne xx;xxxx, Sonneberg
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Correction to IBVS No. 4712
UY UMa instead of 50944.4471 AG correct is 50944.4531
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAU
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AK Her is a contact eclipsing binary of W UMa-type and the brighter component of the
double star ADS 10408. Its companion is about 4 magnitudes fainter than the eclipsing
pair and lies very close to it: at a distance of 4:
00
7 in position angle 322

.
The variability of AK Her was reported by Pickering (1917) and the system has been
observed photoelectrically many times (for details see at Tunca et al. 1987 and the refer-
ences therein). The system exhibits variable light curve and an obvious O'Connell eect.
Besides, AK Her is an X-ray source (Cruddace & Dupree, 1984).
So far, many studies have been made concerning its period variations and the detected
periodicities are extended from 58 to 78 years. This is mainly due to the available ob-
servational material at the time of analysis, and secondly to the fact that the search for
periodicities was based on the O C diagram, which depends on the ephemeris used. So,
Schmidt & Herczeg (1959) found a periodicity of 64 yr; Woodward & Wilson (1977) of
58 yr; Barker & Herczeg (1979) of 78.03 yr; Glownia (1985) of 65.95 and Tunca et al.
(1987) of 75.72 years. In this report besides the unpublished times of minimum light of
AK Her that we present, we also examine its orbital period changes, which was found not
to follow the sinusoidal variation proposed some years ago.
Our photoelectric observations of AK Her were carried out during 3 nights in 1985, 3
in 1986 and 4 in 1987 with the 1.2-m Cassegrain reector at the Kryonerion Astronomical
Station of the Athens National Observatory, Greece. Standard B and V lters and a two-





3124 were used for comparison and checking respectively, and reduction of the
observations was made in the usual way (Hardie, 1962; Henden & Kaitchuk, 1987). The
derived 10 new times of minimum light are presented in Table 1 the successive columns
of which give the Hel. JD., the type of minimum and the O   C, where the C's were
computed using the Kwee & van Woerden (1956) method; they are the mean values from
the B & V observations and Woodward's (1942) light elements were used:
Min I = 2422977:254 + 0:
d
42152207  E:
In order to construct the O C diagram of AK Her (Fig. 1), Tunca's et al. (1987) list
of minimum light was used, together with our data (Table 1), and the list was completed
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Table 1: The times of minimum light of AK Her, as derived from our photoelectric observations.
Hel. JD Min. Epoch O   C
2440000:+ Type (days)
6210:3050 I 55117 0.0191
6210:5153 II 55117.5 0.0186
6212:4140 I 55122 0.0205
6597:4725 II 56035.5 0.0185
6598:3146 II 56037.5 0.0175
6977:4748 I 56937 0.0189
6978:5262 II 56939.5 0.0163
6979:3711 II 56941.5 0.0181
7011:4056 II 57017.5 0.0170
with up to date data, which are given in Table 2. In Fig. 1, the best tted polynomial (for
details see Kalimeris et al., 1994), used to describe the data, is presented by the heavy
continuous line, while the sinusoidal term found by Tunca et al. (1987) is denoted by the
dashed line.
The real orbital period variation P (E), and its rate of change, were also computed,
as it is described by Kalimeris et al. (1994, 1995), and from the Fourier spectrum of the
P (E) function, two periodicities were detected: viz. 76:170:06 yr and 38:10:1 yr, with
amplitudes of 0:0710:002 sec and 0:0770:002 sec, respectively. The rst periodicity is
close to this of 78.03 yr found by Barker & Herczeg (1979) and to that of 75.72 yr found by
Tunca et al. (1978); but, since it corresponds to the time interval for which observational
data exist, it might not be true.
From the present analysis, which includes the most recent available data, it is shown,
(Fig. 1), that the orbital period of AK Her does not follow a sinusoidal variation. This
could not be detected from the observational material available at the time of the previous
analyses and shows clearly that the period variations cannot be predicted. As regards the
second periodicity of 38.1 yr it had not been detected before; but, since it is half of the
long one more data are needed to assure its existence.
Acknowledgements: This work was partly nancial supported by Athens University
(grant no. 70/4/3305).
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Table 2: Photoelectric times of minimum light of AK Her, from the literature.
Hel. JD. O  C Epoch Reference
(days)
2435933:576 0.0019 30737 AA 12, 200, 1962
2437168:412  0.0148 33666.5 BAC 14, 1963
2437172:418  0.0132 33676 BAC 14, 1963
2437356:643 0.0066 34113 BAV No. 15
2437505:427  0.0067 34466 BAV No. 15
2437824:519  0.0184 35358 BAV No. 15
2437881:413  0.0069 35823 BAC 15, 1964
2438227:511 0.0100 36179 AN 188, 1964
2438590:454 0.0225 37040 BAC 16, 1965
2438595:503 0.0133 37052 BAC 16, 1965
2438614:479 0.0208 37097 BAC 16, 1965
2438620:372 0.0125 37111 BAC 16, 1965
2443717:426 0.0216 49203 AN 302, 1981
2443744:412 0.0302 49267 AN 302, 1981
2444372:4713 0.0216 50757 BBSAG 48, 1980
2446224:4309 0.0240 55150.5 IBVS 3078, 1987
2446228:4330 0.0215 55160 IBVS 3078, 1987
2446230:332 0.0238 55164.5 IBVS 3078, 1987
2446234:334 0.0213 55174 IBVS 3078, 1987
2446243:3987 0.0233 55195.5 IBVS 3078, 1987
2446244:4510 0.0218 55198 IBVS 3078, 1987
2446612:4410 0.0230 56071 IBVS 3078, 1987
2448100:4112 0.0203 59601 IBVS 3615, 1991
2450248:4941 0.0267 64697 IBVS 4472, 1997
2450259:45353 0.0266 64723 IBVS 4670, 1999
2450275:4751 0.0303 64761 IBVS 4555, 1998
2450310:4578 0.0267 64844 IBVS 4555, 1998
2450508:574 0.0275 65314 IBVS 4555, 1998
2450512:5802 0.0293 65323.5 IBVS 4555, 1998
2450635:6645 0.0291 65615.5 BBSAG 115, 1997
2450865:6038 0.0281 66161 IBVS 4633, 1998
2450866:6681 0.0386 66163.5 IBVS 4633, 1998
2450903:5413 0.0286 66251 IBVS 4633, 1998
2450971:4060 0.0282 66412 IBVS 4633, 1998
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Figure 1. The O  C diagram of AK Her and the best tted polynomial (continuous line). The
sinusoidal variation (dashed line), proposed by Tunca et al. (1987) is also given.
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DISCOVERY OF THE OPTICAL VARIABILITY








Guest User, Canadian Astronomy Data Centre, which is operated by the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics,
National Research Council of Canada
2
Guest Observer, Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, which is operated by the Herzberg Institute of As-
trophysics, National Research Council of Canada
Climenhaga Observatory, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada,
V8W 3P6, Internet: robb@uvic.ca, cosmos@uvvm.uvic.ca, greimel@uvastro.phys.uvic.ca
The star 1RXS J133146+291631 (Hunsch et al. 1999) = GSC2003 139 (Jenkner et al.
1990) = G 165-8 (Giclas et al. 1980) was found to have signicant X-ray emission in a
survey by the ROSAT satellite (Bade et al. 1998). Beers et al. (1994) discovered the star
to have Ca H&K lines in emission. It was classied as an M4 star by Henry et al. (1994)
with an apparent magnitude of V = 11:95, and B V = 1:57 as measured by Weis (1991).
As part of a search for radial velocity variations of nearby M dwarfs, Delfosse et al. (1998)
observed the hydrogen lines to be in emission, measured the radial velocity to be 8 km/s,
with a v sin i of 55 km/s, and concluded that the star had a space motion consistent with
it being a member of the young disk at a distance of 7:9 1:2 pc.
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Figure 1. Chart of our observed eld, labeled with the GSC numbers from Region 2003.
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Table 1: Stars observed in the eld of GSC2003 139
ID No.
R.A. Dec. Cat. R
J2000 J2000 Mag. Mag.
1RXS J133146+291631 =













































































14.3 3.161  .034
The eld of stars observed with the automated 0.5-m telescope is plotted in Figure 1.
The data were reduced in a fashion identical to that described in Robb et al. (1997).
The stars' identication numbers, coordinates and magnitudes from the Hubble Space
Telescope Guide Star Catalog (GSC) (Jenkner et al. 1990) are included in Table 1. The
standard deviation of the dierential magnitudes from point to point during a night ranged
from 0:
m
004 for bright stars on a good night to 0:
m
300 for the faintest star on poor nights.
This measures the precision of the brightness variations on the time scale of a few minutes.
We measure the night to night precision of the data by calculating the standard devia-
tion of the nine nightly means. The run means and standard deviations are tabulated in
Table 1 as R, in the sense of star minus GSC 2003 360. The high precision of these data
can be seen from the standard deviation of the R, in the sense of GSC2003 711 minus
GSC2003 360, which is 0:
m
003 and shows that these two stars are constant at this level
of precision. The star GSC 2003 987 has a large standard deviation making us suspect
it of variability, however our data are inconclusive. The star GSC2003 139 had obvious
variations of approximately 0:
m
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Figure 2. Individual nights' (HJD   2451200) data for 1RXS J133146+291631
Examples of individual nights' data are all plotted at the same scales in Figure 2 with
the B data shifted by  1.86. The abscissa is the Julian Date  2451200:0 and the
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rightmost plots were observed simultaneously on Julian Date 2451296. The telescope at
the University of Victoria was used to measure in the R and I lters and the 1.82-m
telescope of the National Research Council of Canada was used to observe the B data.
The light curve amplitude in B (0:
m
07) is double the amplitude in R (0:
m
03), which is
double the amplitude in I (0:
m
015). Neither the maxima nor minima were consistent in
brightness, during a night. Flares were observed at HJD = 2451274:836, 2451296.793 and
2451296.986 indicating that this is a UV Ceti type star.
The nine nights were searched for periodicity by tting a single sine curve of various
frequencies to the data. In Figure 3 we have plotted the RMS deviation of a point from
a single sine curve as a function of frequency.














Figure 3. Periodogram for 1RXS J133146+291631 for 1999
Thirteen times of maximum brightness were found using the method of Kwee and
van Woerden (1956) to be (HJD  2451200) 57.9104, 58.0211, 68.8669, 69.8295, 70.8040,
70.9081, 74.9227, 91.8291(I), 91.8242, 96.8058, 96.9255, 96.8061(B), and 96.9266(B). The
last two observations were made in B lter and are not signicantly dierent from the




The photometric period and epoch of GSC2003 139 are unambiguously determined to
be:





where the uncertainties in the nal digits are given in brackets.
Using this ephemeris, the dierential (GSC2003 139  GSC2003 360) R magnitudes
of all the nights are plotted in Figure 4 with dierent symbols for each of the nights. Plots
at multiples of this period yielded no improvement in the scatter. From the variation in
the brightness of successive maxima and minima we suspected a second periodicity would
be found. Therefore the best tting sine curve was subtracted from the data and another
search for periodicities was performed. No signicant periods were found.
Although we considered a pulsating model and a \superhumper" cataclysmic system,
we suspect that this variation is due to a hot spot, whose projected area changes as the star
rotates. The amplitude of the curves inB,R, and I are well t by a spot approximately 3.5
4 IBVS 4714
Figure 4. R band light curve of 1RXS J133146+291631 for 1999
degrees in projected radius with a temperature of 1.3 times the surrounding photosphere.
The variation in the brightness of the maxima and minima could be caused by changes
in the size or temperature of the spot(s). Our rotation period, a radius of 0.3 R

, and
the v sin i of Delfosse et al. (1998) give an inclination of 21  3

for the axis of rotation.
The quoted uncertainty does not include a contribution from dierential rotation, which
could be signicant.
Therefore we believe RX133146+291631 to be a very rapidly rotating M4Ve star with
active regions generating an X-ray bright corona and emission lines and a hot spot mod-
ulating the light curve. For this star to rotate so rapidly we expect it to be orbited by
a close companion and have begun spectroscopic observations to look for evidence of its
existence.
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VARIABLE STARS NEAR V1333 Aql (= Aql X-1)
T. J. REYNOLDS, J. R. THORSTENSEN, AND N. D. SHERMAN
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Dartmouth College, 6127 Wilder Laboratory, Hanover, NH 03755-3528, USA
e-mail: john.thorstensen@dartmouth.edu
We monitored V1333 Aql (Aql X-1) in the I-band between 1997 June 19 and 25 using
the 1.3-m telescope at MDM observatory, obtaining 178 usable 600-second exposures.
Results for Aql X-1 itself were reported by Shahbaz et al. (1998); we refer the reader to
that paper for further instrumental detail. Here we report on variable stars serendipitously
detected in our 8.7 arcmin square eld.
Using the DAOPHOT implementation in IRAF, we selected 6104 stars on one of our
best images, and measured magnitudes through point-spread function tting on all the
images. We used observations of Landolt (1992) standard star elds to transform the
magnitudes to approximate Kron-Cousins I, to an estimated accuracy of 0:05 mag.
The measured stars ranged from 12:32  I  20:65. Not all stars were measurable on all
images, because of variations in centering and seeing. After collating the measurements
automatically and adjusting the instrumental magnitudes to a common dierential scale,
we searched for variables by plotting the standard deviation  of each star's measurements
against the mean magnitude. At I = 13:5 we examined stars with  > 0:07; this degraded
to  = 0:10 at I = 17:5 and nally to  = 0:33 near our limit of I = 20:5. Light
curves of  105 candidate variables were examined by eye and correlated with the direct
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Figure 1. Light curves.
Figure 2. Nightly light curves of the eclipsing variable (Number 9).
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Figure 3. I-band nding charts for the nine variable stars. Each panel is 61
00
square with north at the
top and east to the left.
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image; in most cases the variations were found to be spurious, largely because of varying
contributions from very bright stars or proximity to the edge of the eld.
Nine variables proved to be genuine, and none of these appear to be catalogued. In
eight of the nine stars the variations are periodic. Their light curves are shown in Fig. 1.
Because the light curves appear consistent with W UMa stars, the plots and periods are
constructed assuming two minima per orbit. The remaining variable star showed a single
dip consistent with an eclipse, and Fig. 2 shows its light curve during four nights. Table
1 summarizes the information about these variables; the celestial coordinates are derived
from a t to numerous USNO A2.0 catalog stars (Monet et al. 1996), and are estimated
accurate to  0:
00
3. The periods in Table 1 should typically be accurate to  0:001 d,
given the length of the data stream. Fig. 3 shows nding charts.
We are clearly not sensitive to variable stars with periods much longer than our week-
long observation window, but our census should be fairly complete for shorter-period
variations.
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A SUSPECTED VARIABLE OBJECT IN THE FIELD OF 3C371
CHULHEE KIM















BOAO (Bohyun Astronomical Observatory), 1.8-m reector
Detector: Thinned back illuminated TEK 1024  1024 chip
Filter(s): B
Comparison star(s): See Figure 1
Check star(s): See Figure 1
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Through IBVS Web-site as 4716-t1.txt
Type of variability: ZZ Ceti?
Remarks:
In order to monitor the intraday variability, the blazar 3C371 was observed with the
BOAO (Bohyun Astronomical Observatory) 1.8-m reector. As a byproduct, this
variable object was found. We carried out aperture photometry via the APPHOT
program in the IRAF package in order to determine the dierential photometric
magnitudes. The exposure time was about ve minutes. The light curve is similar
to that of the variable white dwarfs classied as ZZ Ceti stars.
Acknowledgements:
The present study was partly supported by the Korea Research Foundation, Project
1998-015-D00287
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Figure 1. Finding chart of the new variable. The blazar 3C371 is denoted by 0.
Figure 2. a) light curve of the new variable; b) magnitude dierences between the comparison and
check stars.
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GSC 729.01321: A NEWLY DISCOVERED VARIABLE STAR
R. DIETHELM
BBSAG, Rennweg 1, CH-4118 Rodersdorf, Switzerland
Astronomisches Institut der Universitat Basel, Venusstrasse 7, CH-4102 Binningen, Switzerland;
e-mail: diethelm@astro.unibas.ch

















R. Szafraniec Observatory, Metzerlen, Switzerland; 35-cm RC telescope
Detector: SBIG ST-6 CCD camera
Filter(s): None
Comparison star(s): GSC 729.00764
Check star(s): GSC 729.00592
Transformed to a standard system: No
Availability of the data:
Upon request
Type of variability: Unknown
Remarks:
In the course of an ongoing study aimed at securing the light curve and the el-
ements of variation for the eclipsing binary DW Ori, we found the nearby star
GSC 729.01321 (GSC magnitude: 13.35) to be variable with an amplitude of at
least 0.65 mag. While the observations secured during one night do not show vari-
ability above the accuracy of the photometry (0.02 mag), a brightening was found
during the interval covering 66 days. This leads us to conclude, that GSC 729.01321
probably belongs to a class of slowly varying stars.
Acknowledgements:
Photometry at the R. Szafraniec Observatory is supported by the \Emilia
Guggenheim-Schnurr Foundation".
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Figure 1. CCD light curve of GSC 729.01321
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Institute of Astronomy, Russian Academy of Sciences, Pyatnitskaya Str. 48, Moscow 109017, Russia
CEP(B)-type variability of BD  10

4669 was recently discovered by Antipin (1997).
The star was bright enough to include it in our programme of Cepheid radial velocity
measurements, so the new variable became the sixth beat Cepheid in our observations
along with CO Aur, TU Cas, EW Sct, V367 Sct, and BQ Ser. In 1997{98 we obtained 70
V
r
measurements at the 60-cm and 1-m reectors of Simeiz Observatory equipped with the
correlation spectrometer (Tokovinin, 1987). Table 1 contains HJD, heliocentric V
r
values
and their internal r.m.s. errors. The value of gamma-velocity from these observations is
V

=  5:6 0:4 km/s.
Figure 1. The phased radial-velocity variations. See description in text
In Figure 1 we present phased V
r
curves for the elements taken from Antipin (1997):
JD
max
= 2447733:42 + 4:
d
84125  E (fundamental mode Fig: 1ac) and
JD
max
= 2441177:37 + 3:
d
3853  E (rst overtone mode Fig: 1bd):
Figures 1ab are based on original measurements. Figures 1cd are constructed for devi-
ations from the mean phased curve of the other oscillation (from the rst overtone for
2 IBVS 4718
Table 1: Radial velocities of BD -10

4669
HJD24: : : V
r
, km/s  HJD24: : : V
r
, km/s  HJD24: : : V
r
, km/s 
50614.441 0.8 0.7 50732.202  1.5 0.5 51020.391 2.9 0.9
50617.468 5.5 0.4 50976.417 6.7 0.7 51021.383  19.4 0.7
50621.430 3.4 0.5 50977.433  16.4 0.8 51022.384  2.9 1.1
50623.439  6.0 0.6 50981.416  13.8 0.5 51023.335 7.4 0.6
50625.398  11.4 0.6 50982.413  4.2 0.6 51024.363 5.2 0.8
50634.434  0.5 0.9 50983.388  2.3 0.7 51025.388  17.4 1.0
50636.397  8.6 0.7 50987.389  16.7 0.6 51026.387  6.1 0.9
50640.352  6.3 0.6 50988.427  10.7 0.6 51027.386 2.5 0.8
50642.344  14.0 1.6 50989.372  0.6 1.3 51039.365  12.2 0.8
50645.364  3.3 1.1 50992.400  7.1 0.5 51040.369  1.5 0.6
50648.366  5.5 0.8 50996.423 3.9 0.4 51045.257  14.7 0.8
50690.238  13.3 0.6 50998.360  11.5 0.8 51046.252  7.1 0.7
50705.224 2.9 0.3 51000.450 8.3 1.2 51047.261 4.0 0.5
50706.222  14.1 0.6 51002.334  8.6 0.5 51048.255  0.4 0.8
50707.222  13.3 0.5 51006.340  1.1 0.5 51051.258  3.6 0.9
50709.228 7.6 0.7 51007.360  8.9 0.7 51069.273  17.1 0.6
50713.227  8.4 0.6 51008.404  11.9 0.6 51072.230  9.7 0.5
50714.259  9.0 0.5 51009.384  1.8 0.5 51075.238  11.3 0.6
50715.236 1.7 0.4 51010.338 7.8 1.7 51076.243  9.9 0.4
50726.257  5.5 0.6 51011.317  18.6 0.6 51083.203  18.0 0.8
50727.243  10.9 1.6 51015.380  16.0 0.6 51084.199  1.1 0.4
50728.264  5.1 0.9 51016.396  4.1 0.8 51085.225  6.6 0.9
50730.201  18.6 0.4 51017.383  8.0 1.0
50731.185  13.6 0.4 51018.383  9.8 1.2
Fig. 1c and from the fundamental mode for Fig. 1d); additionally, the frequency con-




, P = 1:
d
9922)
has been whitened. The rst overtone mode strongly dominates in variations of radial








Using the modication of Balona's (1977) method described in Sachkov (1997), we
derived the radius of BD  10

4669 from the radial-velocity measurements (Table 1) and
164 photoelectric BVI measurements obtained in JD 2450541{51286 by one of the authors
(L.N.B.). Two color indices, B   V and V   I, were used as indicators of the eective
temperature; the results from them are in excellent agreement and with low formal errors
(57  1 R

from B   V and 58  1 R

from V   I). The resulting logR value is 1.76,
in agreement with the value 1.73 predicted from the period{radius relation derived by
Sachkov (1997).
The authors are very grateful to A.A. Tokovinin for possibility to observe with the
correlation spectrometer and to the administration of Simeiz Observatory. This study
was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, by the Council of
the Program for the Support of Leading Scientic Schools, and by the National Program
\Astronomy".
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COORDINATES AND IDENTIFICATIONS
FOR SONNEBERG VARIABLES { I
BRIAN A. SKIFF
Lowell Observatory, 1400 West Mars Hill Road, Flagsta AZ 86001-4499, USA, e-mail: bas@lowell.edu
This report contains identications and accurate positions for 89 variables discovered
by Homeister (1959). Most are short-period variables in the constellation Hercules. The
working methods were similar to previous lists (e.g. Ski 1999), which involves comparing
the source charts against computer-screen plots of the GSC or USNO{A2.0 star cata-
logues, with Digitized Sky Survey images, and making bibliographic comparisons using
the Strasbourg `VizieR' utility and SIMBAD.
The list is divided into four tables as given by Homeister from diering plate mate-
rial. The tables show Sonneberg serial numbers and GCVS designations in the rst two
columns. An asterisk by the GCVS name indicates a note following the tables. The star
positions are from either the ACT (Urban et al. 1998) or USNO{A2.0 (Monet et al. 1998).
The source of the position is given in column `s': A = USNO{A2.0, T = ACT. Several
of the stars in Table 1 have precise coordinates previously published by de Martino et al.
(1996) as part of the Yale southern proper-motion program. GSC names are given as
available. A few new IDs with external catalogues are given in the remarks or the notes.
Table 1: Variables on southern sky-patrol plates
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 5219 NSV 14530 23 22 46.5  46 41 32 A
S 5220 TU Phe 23 35 23.7  55 03 06 T 8835-0869
S 5221 NSV 14643 23 37 21.4  33 36 22 T 7518-1036 HD 222024
S 5222 NSV 29* 0 06 20.8  35 17 13 A 6995-0681
S 5223 NSV 207 0 34 18.6  43 00 04 A 7531-0512
S 5224 NSV 336 0 53 33.0  41 20 34 A 7536-0245
S 5225 NSV 508 1 25 46.4  39 56 11 T 7541-0649
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Table 2: Variables in the 73 Herculis astrograph eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 5226 V364 Her 17 04 03.7 +20 50 01 A
S 5227 V366 Her 17 07 04.9 +27 37 47 A 2068-0675
S 5228 V368 Her 17 10 31.1 +22 23 09 A
S 5229 V369 Her 17 11 40.8 +24 57 32 A
S 5230 V465 Her 17 12 28.2 +20 52 19 A 1548-2099
S 5231 V370 Her 17 12 33.0 +20 32 24 A
S 5232 V372 Her 17 13 16.9 +20 57 32 A
S 5233 V374 Her 17 13 34.1 +24 04 29 A 2061-0146
S 5234 V375 Her* 17 13 40.7 +27 59 20 A
S 5235 V376 Her 17 14 15.7 +20 52 03 A
S 5236 V379 Her 17 14 35.4 +22 23 42 A 1548-1804
S 5237 V380 Her* 17 15 43.0 +25 15 45 A 2065-1222
S 5238 V381 Her 17 16 11.1 +20 51 19 A 1548-0530
S 5239 V382 Her 17 16 17.2 +22 01 05 A
S 5240 V383 Her 17 16 28.2 +20 58 45 A
S 5241 V385 Her 17 16 26.6 +28 05 57 A 2069-1646
S 5242 V386 Her 17 17 24.4 +26 48 42 A
S 5243 V473 Her 17 17 43.6 +20 24 20 A 1544-1368
S 5244 V389 Her 17 19 16.2 +19 10 35 A
S 5245 V394 Her 17 22 38.7 +17 53 05 A 1541-1279
S 5246 V395 Her 17 22 34.0 +24 45 01 A 2078-1484 galaxy VII Zw 476
S 5247 V398 Her 17 23 00.4 +27 44 02 A
S 5248 V399 Her 17 23 33.0 +26 08 58 A
S 5249 V401 Her 17 26 44.9 +25 43 25 A
S 5250 V402 Her 17 27 14.2 +24 02 44 A
S 5251 V403 Her 17 27 26.6 +22 13 36 A 1549-2079
S 5252 V404 Her 17 27 43.3 +26 57 04 A
S 5253 V405 Her 17 27 53.9 +26 52 56 A 2083-1272
S 5254 V407 Her 17 29 27.9 +23 25 28 A 2075-0105
S 5255 V411 Her 17 30 49.3 +19 14 31 A 1546-1824
S 5256 V410 Her 17 30 37.7 +19 37 07 A 1546-2098
S 5257 V415 Her* 17 31 57.3 +21 46 56 A
S 5258 V413 Her 17 31 35.6 +26 42 03 A 2083-1605
S 5259 V418 Her 17 32 13.1 +18 14 00 A 1542-0747
S 5260 V416 Her 17 31 57.5 +23 08 13 A
S 5261 V419 Her 17 32 45.7 +18 56 29 A
S 5262 V420 Her 17 32 32.2 +27 26 08 A 2083-2021
S 5263 V422 Her 17 33 17.0 +22 59 39 A
S 5264 V496 Her 17 33 35.7 +18 45 32 A 1546-1465
S 5265 V423 Her 17 33 56.0 +26 48 46 A 2083-1814
S 5266 V426 Her 17 35 29.1 +23 01 28 A 2076-0046
S 5267 V425 Her 17 35 21.7 +26 52 21 A 2084-0596
S 5268 V427 Her 17 37 15.0 +21 12 30 A 1563-0908
S 5269 V428 Her 17 37 14.6 +24 49 10 A
S 5270 V429 Her 17 37 33.4 +24 43 45 A
S 5271 V430 Her 17 38 06.2 +24 39 05 A
S 5272 V431 Her 17 38 32.8 +24 37 24 A 2080-1229
S 5273 V434 Her 17 40 33.1 +22 49 03 A 2076-3262
S 5274 V433 Her 17 40 24.8 +25 25 49 A 2080-2529
S 5275 V435 Her 17 41 11.5 +25 18 58 A 2080-3105
S 5276 V438 Her 17 42 04.8 +20 11 45 A
S 5277 V440 Her 17 43 18.2 +23 30 25 A
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Table 3: Variables in the 73 Herculis Schmidt eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 5278 V367 Her 17 08 20.8 +25 20 48 A
S 5279 V371 Her 17 12 51.2 +23 54 02 A
S 5280 V373 Her 17 13 08.3 +24 36 59 A
S 5281 V377 Her 17 14 07.6 +25 45 57 A
S 5282 V378 Her 17 14 42.3 +25 23 28 A
S 5283 V384 Her 17 16 30.9 +23 34 21 A 2061-1959
S 5284 V388 Her 17 18 45.2 +23 37 48 A
S 5285 V390 Her 17 20 28.4 +25 48 15 A
S 5286 V391 Her 17 21 07.5 +19 02 49 A
S 5287 V477 Her 17 20 57.9 +26 18 20 A 2082-2362
S 5288 V392 Her 17 20 51.4 +26 32 20 A 2082-2371
S 5289 V396 Her 17 22 41.3 +24 36 19 A quasar, z = 0:175
S 5290 V482 Her 17 25 09.6 +18 43 43 A
S 5291 V400 Her 17 25 42.4 +19 33 27 A 1545-1008 IRAS 17235+1935
S 5292 V406 Her 17 28 18.0 +21 16 30 A 1550-2250
S 5293 V408 Her 17 29 29.7 +25 35 35 A
S 5294 V409 Her 17 30 27.9 +18 06 38 A
S 5295 V412 Her 17 30 30.5 +25 54 15 A 2079-0509
S 5296 V414 Her 17 31 43.0 +22 38 41 A
S 5297 V417 Her 17 31 55.6 +23 50 58 A
S 5298 V424 Her 17 34 44.0 +17 57 17 A 1542-1209
S 5299 V432 Her 17 39 39.3 +25 13 15 A
S 5300 V513 Her 17 40 22.0 +24 15 47 A 2076-1720
S 5301 V436 Her 17 41 26.2 +19 09 49 A
S 5302 V516 Her 17 41 22.9 +24 51 50 A 2080-3094
S 5303 V437 Her 17 41 26.7 +24 44 36 A
S 5304 V439 Her 17 42 04.8 +23 48 37 A 2076-2131 CCDM J17421+2349A
Table 4: Variables in high-latitude elds
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 5305 DI UMa 9 12 16.1 +50 53 55 A
S 5306 TZ Com 12 30 09.9 +13 53 55 A
S 5307 CV Vir 12 30 58.1 +12 18 31 A 0877-0233
Notes:
NSV 29 BPS CS 22876-0034 = SB 36.
V375 Her star marked is not red.
V380 Her assumed to be the southeastern star of a pair.
V415 Her assumed to be the eastern star of a pair.
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COORDINATES AND IDENTIFICATIONS
FOR SONNEBERG VARIABLES { II
BRIAN A. SKIFF
Lowell Observatory, 1400 West Mars Hill Road, Flagsta AZ 86001-4499, USA, e-mail: bas@lowell.edu
The lists below give accurate coordinates for some 290 designated and suspected vari-
ables in several elds described by Homeister (1963). The working methods were similar
to previous lists (e.g. Ski 1999), which involves comparing the source charts against
computer-screen plots of the GSC or USNO{A2.0 star catalogues, with Digitized Sky
Survey images, and making bibliographic comparisons using the Strasbourg `VizieR' util-
ity and SIMBAD.
The tables are arranged as previously, divided by region as in Homeister's lists. The
Sonneberg serial number and the GCVS designations appear in the rst two columns.
An asterisk by the GCVS name indicates a note, which appear at the end of the tables.
The positions are taken mostly from USNO{A2.0 (Monet et al. 1998); for some bright
stars the ACT (Urban et al. 1998) is adopted, and for a few crowded stars positions have
been estimated (2
00
) using large-scale Digitized Sky Survey frames from the Goddard
SkyView facility (McGlynn et al. 1996). The source of the position is coded in column
`s' as follows: A = USNO{A2.0, S = SkyView, T = ACT. Many of the NSV stars in
the ` CMa' eld have been dealt with previously by Lopez (1993), who gives accurate
coordinates for southern NSV stars.
I made the match-up with the GSC using `VizieR', and found the various IDs in the
Remarks and Notes using SIMBAD. The IDs are listed only if they are new, in the sense
of being either not present or not linked in the same entry in SIMBAD.
A few stars defeated my attempts to identify them. Given that some of the stars I did
nd have positions as much as 10
0
in error, it is likely that these `lost' ones have similar
errors of some kind.
2 IBVS 4720
Table 1: h &  Persei eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7715 KX Per 2 10 23.4 +58 13 09 A 3697-0151
S 7716 NSV 734 2 10 41.9 +56 00 03 A
S 7717 KY Per 2 14 30.2 +56 24 02 A
S 7718 KZ Per 2 15 07.6 +58 03 37 A
S 7719 LL Per 2 14 51.5 +57 29 34 A
S 7720 NSV 810 2 23 09.9 +56 08 21 A
S 7721 NSV 811 2 23 14.8 +56 09 36 A
S 7722 LM Per 2 23 56.7 +56 17 19 A
S 7723 LN Per 2 25 57.5 +55 47 44 A
S 7724 NSV 830 not found
S 7725 LO Per 2 31 10.4 +56 20 48 A
S 7726 LP Per 2 31 19.9 +56 51 10 A
S 7727 LQ Per 2 31 27.7 +56 31 40 S
S 7728 LR Per 2 32 46.4 +56 29 27 A
Table 2: North Galactic Pole elds
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7729 BI UMa 10 47 11.6 +46 17 40 A 3443-0854
S 7730 AG UMa 10 48 56.3 +42 40 15 A 3011-1742
S 7731 AH UMa 10 49 39.2 +46 42 21 A
S 7732 BK UMa 10 50 19.0 +42 34 09 A 3011-1600
S 7733 AI UMa 10 52 16.3 +46 39 09 A
S 7734 AK UMa 10 53 13.2 +41 19 02 A
S 7735 CC UMa 10 53 40.6 +42 28 13 T 3011-0281 IRAS 10508+4244
S 7736 AL UMa 10 55 51.2 +44 27 41 A
S 7737 AM UMa 11 03 35.5 +45 59 19 A
S 7738 AN UMa 11 04 25.8 +45 03 16 A
S 7739 BL UMa 11 07 25.8 +41 15 58 A
S 7740 AO UMa 11 07 39.8 +40 33 57 A FBS B 77 ?
S 7741 AP UMa 11 10 24.3 +42 48 54 A 3012-1664
S 7742 BM UMa 11 11 20.5 +46 25 49 A 3444-0164
S 7743 AQ UMa 11 12 59.5 +42 48 42 A
S 7744 AR UMa 11 15 44.9 +42 58 23 A CSO 1153
S 7745 BN UMa 11 16 22.8 +41 14 02 A 3010-2127
S 7746 AS UMa 11 16 42.5 +44 07 04 A 3012-0170
S 7747 BO UMa 11 16 57.0 +42 05 19 A
S 7748 BP UMa 11 18 57.5 +47 04 12 A
S 7749 AT UMa 11 19 48.3 +41 37 52 A
S 7750 AU UMa 11 21 14.1 +44 14 17 A
S 7751 BQ UMa 11 21 29.9 +44 18 35 A 3015-0510
S 7752 BR UMa 11 24 04.6 +42 56 54 A 3015-0195
S 7753 BS UMa 11 25 41.7 +42 34 52 A 3015-1285
S 7754 BV Leo 11 27 51.6 +24 44 06 A 1982-1006
S 7755 AV UMa 11 29 40.5 +42 44 25 A
S 7756 AT Leo 11 30 07.4 +21 02 10 A
S 7757 BT UMa 11 30 53.7 +44 14 32 A 3015-0686
S 7758 BU UMa 11 31 01.4 +44 21 31 A 3015-0794
S 7759 AY Leo 11 35 06.9 +20 57 45 A
S 7760 NSV 5274 11 37 58.2 +17 56 09 A 1438-0082 ID uncertain
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Table 2: North Galactic Pole elds (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7761 CD Leo* 11 43 01.3 +19 03 05 A
S 7762 BI Leo 11 43 13.4 +21 08 10 A
S 7763 CE Leo 11 44 24.2 +23 21 23 A 1985-1209
S 7764 NSV 5324 11 46 39.0 +19 46 30 A
S 7765 CG Leo 11 49 10.4 +21 36 54 A
S 7766 CH Leo 11 49 14.9 +24 10 00 A 1985-2497
S 7767 BO Leo 11 51 37.1 +21 52 43 A 1443-1405
S 7768 BP Leo 11 53 10.3 +23 16 54 A 1985-1491
S 7769 BS Leo 11 55 49.5 +19 20 38 A 1443-0488
S 7770 VX Com 11 58 40.2 +22 23 09 A
S 7771 BV Com 12 02 24.3 +17 34 59 A 1442-1498
S 7772 BW Com 12 04 16.7 +18 53 13 A 1444-1988
S 7773 WZ Com 12 07 34.0 +20 06 10 A 1444-0983
S 7774 NSV 5545 12 18 48.5 +21 22 24 A 1447-1432
S 7775 CM Com 12 19 25.3 +21 20 59 A 1447-1001
S 7776 AC Com 12 20 53.3 +22 10 30 A 1447-0793 BPS BS 16933-0049
S 7777 AD Com 12 21 45.8 +17 34 57 A
S 7778 CQ Com 12 22 21.5 +16 17 34 A 1445-1536
S 7779 CR Com 12 23 26.3 +16 05 01 A 1445-1651
S 7780 AF Com 12 23 45.2 +21 40 39 A 1447-1786
S 7781 AG Com* 12 24 36.7 +24 59 11 A 1989-0553
S 7782 CU Com 12 24 46.6 +22 24 29 A 1447-1098
S 7783 NSV 5626 12 27 23.4 +17 40 38 A
S 7784 CY Com 12 28 20.0 +24 57 19 A 1989-0299
S 7785 CZ Com 12 28 52.0 +25 06 42 A 1989-0542 BPS BS 16031-0016
S 7786 AK Com 12 29 53.5 +23 15 15 A 1989-2475
S 7787 NSV 5669 12 30 47.0 +18 05 55 A 1445-0448
S 7788 DI Com 12 33 18.9 +23 44 42 A
S 7789 AM Com 12 33 28.3 +22 28 40 A 1448-0959 Ton 1545
S 7790 DK Com 12 33 54.7 +22 10 33 A 1448-2933
S 7791 DM Com 12 35 38.3 +16 32 21 A
S 7792 AO Com 12 36 10.0 +22 23 43 A 1448-2222
S 7793 DO Com 12 38 43.1 +18 32 42 A 1446-0375
S 7794 DP Com 12 39 09.8 +20 45 18 A 1448-2052
S 7795 AP Com 12 39 18.8 +22 03 16 A 1448-2449
S 7796 DR Com 12 40 38.4 +22 22 01 A 1448-1294
S 7797 EH Com 12 48 37.7 +18 10 26 A 1452-0572
S 7798 AX Com* 12 50 37.2 +18 18 37 S 1452-0587
S 7799 BC Com 12 54 40.6 +19 48 03 A
S 7800 BB Com 12 54 27.3 +21 54 51 A 1455-0656
S 7801 EQ Com 12 59 02.9 +18 02 45 A 1453-0601
S 7802 EU Com* 13 03 59.8 +19 42 19 A 1453-0022
S 7803 FF Com 13 18 47.0 +22 31 10 A
S 7804 BL Com 13 28 11.8 +17 51 05 A 1461-0645
S 7805 BO Com* 13 31 05.6 +16 36 22 A 1459-0813
S 7806 FL Com 13 35 05.1 +19 50 19 A
S 7807 BQ Boo 13 39 20.3 +18 12 06 A
S 7808 BT Boo 13 43 28.6 +23 56 09 A
S 7809 AP Boo 13 44 57.3 +19 41 03 A
S 7810 AY Boo 13 53 12.9 +17 12 46 A 1467-1073 BPS BS 16550-0003
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Table 3: 33 Cygni eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7820 NSV 12233 19 37 04.3 +56 55 20 T 3942-1958 IRAS 19360+5648
S 7821 V939 Cyg 19 38 24.3 +56 32 24 A 3942-1682
S 7822 NSV 12278 19 39 15.5 +52 47 38 A
S 7823 V940 Cyg 19 38 49.0 +57 40 22 A 3942-0568
S 7824 NSV 12281 19 39 12.4 +58 20 32 A 3946-1406
S 7825 V949 Cyg 19 41 23.0 +51 42 47 A 3569-1499 IRAS 19400+5135
S 7826 BL Dra 19 40 24.6 +60 55 12 A 4230-0991
S 7827 V958 Cyg 19 42 12.8 +52 05 27 A 3569-0880 IRAS 19409+5158
S 7828 V966 Cyg 19 42 42.9 +55 54 41 A
S 7829 V972 Cyg 19 43 23.9 +55 22 51 A
S 7830 V978 Cyg 19 44 28.0 +55 41 12 A
S 7831 BM Dra not found
S 7832 NSV 12378 19 44 08.0 +58 21 13 T 3946-1977
S 7833 V981 Cyg 19 45 03.6 +56 24 52 A 3942-1662
S 7834 V982 Cyg 19 45 44.5 +55 23 48 A 3938-0991 IRAS 19446+5516
S 7835 NSV 12400 19 45 40.8 +58 48 56 A
S 7836 V985 Cyg 19 46 19.4 +56 34 29 A
S 7837 V988 Cyg 19 46 53.4 +53 38 15 A 3935-1891
S 7838 V993 Cyg 19 47 38.5 +52 57 54 A 3935-1558 IRAS 19463+5250
S 7839 V997 Cyg 19 48 05.1 +52 51 16 A 3935-2233
S 7840 BN Dra 19 47 08.1 +61 22 13 A 4231-1158
S 7841 V1002 Cyg 19 48 41.0 +56 14 55 A 3939-1173
S 7842 V1005 Cyg 19 49 25.5 +51 39 54 A
S 7843 V1003 Cyg 19 49 11.2 +52 47 18 A
S 7844 V1006 Cyg 19 48 47.1 +57 09 22 A
S 7845 V1168 Cyg 19 55 32.2 +52 47 13 A 3935-2395 IRAS 19542+5239
S 7846 V1167 Cyg 19 55 07.4 +56 40 52 A 3943-2215 IRAS 19540+5632
S 7847 V1015 Cyg 19 56 02.8 +55 30 33 A 3939-0652
S 7848 V1017 Cyg 19 56 15.8 +53 19 12 A
S 7849 BP Dra 19 57 43.3 +60 00 54 A 4231-1877
S 7850 BQ Dra 19 58 28.0 +60 01 57 A 4231-1309 IRAS 19575+5953
S 7851 V1026 Cyg 19 59 28.3 +57 27 25 A
S 7852 BR Dra 19 59 06.7 +60 18 36 A
S 7853 NSV 12720 20 00 54.2 +54 27 27 A 3940-0412
S 7854 V1028 Cyg 20 00 56.5 +56 56 37 A
S 7855 V1029 Cyg 20 01 36.9 +53 35 02 A
S 7856 V1030 Cyg 20 02 21.0 +55 22 23 A 3940-0825 IRAS 20011+5513
S 7857 V1031 Cyg 20 02 28.2 +56 53 10 A
S 7858 V1032 Cyg 20 02 40.1 +57 16 27 A
S 7859 NSV 12777 20 04 31.6 +53 03 45 A
S 7860 GX Cep 20 04 32.1 +59 53 31 A
S 7861 V1035 Cyg 20 05 41.4 +58 02 49 A
S 7862 V1176 Cyg 20 07 01.2 +52 31 15 A 3936-0071
S 7863 V1175 Cyg 20 06 15.9 +57 59 36 A
S 7864 GY Cep 20 05 51.5 +60 39 17 T 4232-2973 IRAS 20049+6030
S 7865 NSV 12816 20 06 23.4 +59 26 11 A 3948-2138
S 7866 V1038 Cyg* 20 07 53.8 +51 58 32 A
S 7867 NSV 12822 20 06 36.1 +60 23 38 A
S 7868 V1178 Cyg 20 08 53.0 +53 38 28 A
S 7869 V1040 Cyg 20 08 41.5 +54 14 30 A
S 7870 V1179 Cyg 20 08 54.4 +57 47 46 A
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Table 3: 33 Cygni eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7871 NSV 12852* 20 08 46.3 +58 23 02 S 3948-1581
S 7872 V1041 Cyg 20 08 48.4 +58 50 55 A
S 7873 V1180 Cyg 20 10 15.3 +52 03 44 A 3571-1478 IRAS 20088+5154
S 7874 V1181 Cyg 20 10 25.8 +54 38 44 A
S 7875 V1182 Cyg 20 11 00.6 +54 52 26 A 3940-0930
S 7876 NSV 12899 20 11 36.3 +59 00 45 A
S 7877 NSV 12915 20 12 41.7 +53 24 30 A
S 7878 V1184 Cyg 20 12 33.1 +54 16 16 A
S 7879 NSV 12922 20 12 52.5 +55 25 17 A 3940-1354
S 7880 V1186 Cyg 20 13 43.4 +56 22 05 A 3945-1352 IRAS 20125+5612
S 7881 V1044 Cyg 20 14 49.6 +52 41 46 A
S 7882 V1045 Cyg 20 15 00.4 +52 37 21 A
S 7883 NSV 12959 20 14 47.2 +54 17 28 A 3937-0175
S 7884 NSV 12957 20 14 21.8 +59 18 00 A
S 7885 V1189 Cyg 20 16 06.9 +51 56 26 A 3584-1600
S 7886 V1188 Cyg 20 16 07.1 +52 08 25 A
S 7887 NSV 12964 20 14 32.0 +61 04 26 A 4232-0317 IRAS 20136+6055
S 7888 V1190 Cyg 20 16 20.5 +54 09 16 A 3937-0363 IRAS 20150+5400
S 7889 V1047 Cyg 20 17 38.0 +52 58 47 A
S 7890 NSV 12992 20 17 50.7 +54 31 54 A
S 7891 NSV 13016 20 18 58.9 +56 36 19 T 3945-1423
S 7892 NSV 13015 20 18 59.0 +59 55 46 A 3949-0257
S 7893 HH Cep 20 18 43.7 +60 36 14 A IRAS 20177+6026
S 7894 V1192 Cyg 20 20 19.7 +56 13 16 A
S 7895 V1193 Cyg* 20 21 11.4 +59 36 03 A 3949-0797
S 7896 V1048 Cyg* 20 22 57.1 +52 32 48 A 3937-2100
S 7897 V1195 Cyg* 20 24 01.9 +55 12 57 A
S 7898 V1196 Cyg 20 24 41.3 +54 30 00 A 3941-0807
S 7899 V1516 Cyg 20 25 31.7 +52 20 34 A IRAS 20241+5210
S 7900 NSV 13081 20 24 32.6 +57 35 31 A
S 7901 V1049 Cyg 20 25 53.4 +53 46 43 A 3937-0772
S 7902 OW Cep 20 26 03.9 +61 35 22 A 4233-0463 IRAS 20251+6125
S 7903 NSV 13107 20 28 34.6 +52 38 01 A 3950-0817
S 7904 V1050 Cyg* 20 29 16.7 +54 30 15 A
S 7905 NSV 13108 20 28 08.0 +61 24 51 A 4233-1215 IRAS 20272+6114
S 7906 V1518 Cyg 20 29 49.9 +53 02 31 A 3950-0345
S 7907 V1197 Cyg 20 30 57.2 +56 46 32 A
S 7908 V1520 Cyg 20 31 13.9 +55 28 05 A 3954-0055
S 7909 V1051 Cyg 20 31 00.6 +56 46 32 A
S 7910 V1198 Cyg 20 32 22.3 +52 19 42 A
S 7911 NSV 13141 20 32 04.0 +60 06 33 A
S 7912 V776 Cyg 20 33 41.9 +55 19 44 A
S 7913 V1199 Cyg 20 34 08.0 +53 02 03 A 3950-1617
S 7914 NSV 13159 20 33 29.7 +58 32 54 A 3962-0034
S 7915 V1200 Cyg 20 33 52.1 +57 40 21 A
S 7916 V1052 Cyg 20 36 06.4 +54 31 42 A
S 7917 NSV 13183 20 36 20.4 +59 08 48 A
S 7918 V1053 Cyg 20 38 53.0 +52 57 37 A
S 7919 V1202 Cyg 20 39 01.0 +53 31 34 T 3950-1400
S 7920 HK Cep 20 39 32.7 +56 49 04 A 3958-1416
S 7921 V1054 Cyg* 20 40 37.1 +54 15 21 A
S 7922 V1055 Cyg 20 44 16.0 +53 23 50 A
S 7923 FL Cep 20 46 50.2 +56 54 28 A
S 7924 FK Cep 20 46 07.8 +60 38 36 A
S 7925 OX Cep 20 46 55.8 +58 43 12 A 3963-0966
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Table 4:  Geminorum eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7926 V1025 Ori not found
S 7927 V667 Ori 6 09 08.8 +16 35 09 A 1314-0491
S 7928 IW Gem 6 11 53.4 +24 14 02 A 1877-1204 IRAS 06088+2414
S 7929 HR Gem 6 12 13.3 +24 42 42 A 1881-1297
S 7930 V644 Ori 6 14 06.4 +18 12 20 A
S 7931 V645 Ori 6 15 30.0 +15 34 26 A 1314-1306
S 7932 NSV 2884 6 15 42.4 +18 23 59 A 1318-0673
S 7933 V646 Ori 6 17 59.7 +20 24 37 A 1323-0361
S 7934 V673 Ori 6 20 06.4 +19 42 34 A 1323-1993
S 7935 NV Gem 6 25 39.5 +18 05 04 A
S 7936 HU Gem 6 27 24.6 +23 49 31 A
S 7937 HV Gem 6 28 51.7 +24 02 09 A 187901503 IRAS 06258+2404
S 7938 IY Gem not found
S 7939 HW Gem 6 29 21.1 +22 11 02 A
S 7940 NSV 2982 6 29 39.7 +17 18 08 A 1332-0024 IRAS 06267+1720
S 7941 NW Gem* 6 30 06.6 +23 28 43 T 1879-0828 BD+23

1377
S 7942 NX Gem* 6 30 54.6 +23 27 29 T 1879-1745 IRAS 06278+2329
S 7943 HY Gem not found
S 7944 KM Gem 6 34 31.2 +19 58 29 A
S 7945 HZ Gem 6 35 26.9 +25 13 08 A
S 7946 II Gem* 6 35 28.5 +23 12 23 S
S 7947 IL Gem 6 39 40.9 +20 32 33 A
S 7948 IM Gem 6 40 23.5 +21 43 35 A 1342-1408
S 7949 NR Gem 6 40 40.4 +15 33 05 A
S 7950 IN Gem 6 40 50.9 +17 30 57 A
S 7951 IO Gem 6 42 18.9 +20 23 04 A
S 7952 KP Gem 6 42 11.5 +16 17 26 A
S 7953 KQ Gem 6 43 47.3 +15 54 22 A 1330-0649
S 7954 KR Gem 6 44 05.8 +19 17 44 A
S 7955 IP Gem 6 44 54.0 +22 16 35 A
S 7956 NSV 3191 6 45 05.0 +21 29 07 A 1342-0640
S 7957 MP Gem* 6 48 33.4 +19 37 15 A
S 7958 NS Gem 6 48 36.9 +20 01 00 A
S 7959 NT Gem 6 50 06.2 +16 42 10 A 1331-0989 IRAS 06472+1645
Table 5:  Persei eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7960 LU Per 3 00 55.2 +50 48 39 A
S 7961 LV Per 3 03 52.0 +45 11 43 S IRAS 03005+4459
S 7962 LW Per 3 07 25.6 +50 57 48 A 3322-0670 IRAS 03038+5046
S 7963 LZ Per 3 33 41.6 +48 59 42 A 3320-1607 IRAS 03301+4849
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Table 6:  Canis Majoris eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7964 EI CMa 6 35 29.4 {17 55 20 A 5952-0136
S 7965 EK CMa 6 36 49.7 {15 06 28 A 5948-2638 IRAS 06345-1503 ?
S 7966 EL CMa 6 37 39.0 {20 01 13 A 5956-0249
S 7967 NSV 3087 6 40 04.2 {20 37 56 A
S 7968 NSV 3100 6 40 17.4 {17 50 15 A 5953-2223
S 7969 NSV 3109 6 40 11.3 {20 36 55 A 5957-0357
S 7970 EM CMa 6 40 49.5 {13 46 55 A
S 7971 EN CMa 6 40 54.0 {19 23 46 A
S 7972 NSV 3169 6 41 08.1 {20 09 05 A 5957-0499 CGCS 1356
S 7973 NSV 3182 6 42 58.3 {17 20 17 A 5953-1422 IRAS 06407-1717
S 7974 EO CMa* 6 44 23.0 {20 49 37 A
S 7975 EP CMa 6 46 43.0 {15 42 03 A IRAS 06444-1538
S 7976 NSV 3207 6 46 24.0 {21 33 29 A
S 7977 EQ CMa 6 48 51.6 {16 18 03 A 5950-1323
S 7978 EX CMa 6 51 43.2 {13 29 50 A 5391-1000
S 7979 ER CMa 6 52 01.1 {12 45 44 A 5387-1038
S 7980 NSV 3251 6 52 05.7 {13 29 57 A 5391-1022
S 7981 NSV 3256 6 52 32.0 {19 07 14 A 5958-1164
S 7982 NSV 3267* 6 54 04.8 {19 29 54 A 5958-2547 IRAS 06518-1925
S 7983 NSV 3274* 6 54 38.7 {13 27 07 A
S 7984 ES CMa 6 56 28.8 {16 11 06 A
S 7985 NSV 3295 6 56 40.7 {15 28 00 A 5963-1234
S 7986 ET CMa 6 56 46.0 {15 38 16 A 5963-1685
S 7987 NSV 3320 6 58 32.5 {17 08 44 T 5967-1093
S 7988 NSV 3342 7 01 47.6 {16 12 25 A
S 7989 NSV 3362 7 03 55.1 {17 52 48 A 5967-0817
S 7990 NSV 3366 7 04 32.3 {19 37 46 A 5972-2429
S 7991 EU CMa 7 05 41.0 {16 08 45 S position uncertain
S 7992 NSV 3451* 7 11 45.4 {16 13 02 A 5964-0360 IRAS 07094-1607
S 7993 NSV 3465 7 13 13.5 {13 18 33 A 5406-2125
S 7994 NSV 3471 7 14 01.7 {14 36 01 T 5406-0728 CSS 323
S 7995 NSV 3475 7 14 20.3 {19 40 22 A 5973-0742 IRAS 07121-1935
S 7996 NSV 3488 7 15 26.3 {14 26 57 A 5406-1967
S 7997 NSV 3496 7 16 03.2 {20 10 53 A
Table 7: Northern winter elds
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 7998 NSV 1093 3 17 06.4 +40 10 00 A
S 7999 NSV 1109 3 21 50.2 +41 46 15 A
S 8000 NSV 1110 3 21 48.0 +40 28 21 A
S 8001 NSV 1866 5 12 11.3 +6 06 19 A 0111-1682 merged pair on DSS
S 8002 NSV 1884 5 14 42.2 +3 41 28 A 0103-1548
S 8003 NSV 1907 5 16 51.3 +3 33 11 A
S 8004 V532 Ori 5 17 00.8 +3 31 18 A
S 8005 V675 Ori 5 19 18.2 +5 29 04 S 0108-0168 IRAS 05166+0525
S 8006 IZ Aur 5 53 36.4 +52 25 56 A 3373-0518
S 8007 NSV 2712 5 55 24.2 +52 38 56 A 3750-0462
S 8008 NSV 2730 5 56 31.0 +51 55 19 A
S 8009 NSV 2763* 6 01 48.7 +51 45 04 A
S 8010 KL Aur 6 04 37.3 +51 54 30 A 3386-0676
S 8011 KM Aur* 6 05 42.2 +50 20 27 A
S 8012 KN Aur* 6 05 31.2 +49 32 06 S
S 8013 NSV 2828 6 07 30.8 +51 06 53 A 3386-0209
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Notes:
KM Aur northeastern star of a pair.
KN Aur on northeast side of and very close to BD+49

1446.
EO CMa veried on POSS-I prints.
AG Com [SS59] II 141 = BPS BS 16031-0007.
AX Com northwestern star of pair, cf. Meinunger (1976).
BO Com ID uncertain, bluer star chosen.
EU Com IRC +20253 = IRAS 13015+1958.
V1038 Cyg southwestern star of a pair.
V1048 Cyg assumed to be brighter/western star of a pair.
V1050 Cyg assumed to be northeastern star of a pair.
V1054 Cyg ID somewhat uncertain, assumed to be brighter star at chart location.
V1193 Cyg IRAS 20201+5926 probably corresponds to the galaxy superposed on
west side of star (60 peak).
V1195 Cyg IRAS 20227+5503 = IRC +60289.
II Gem IRAS 06324+2314 probably applies both to this star and to the brighter
red star immediately west.
MP Gem double, position is for southern star.
NW Gem also IRAS 06270+2330.
NX Gem also IRC +20149.
CD Leo superposed on faint galaxy.
NSV 2763 southwestern star of a pair.
NSV 3267 IRAS error ellipse very large, so possibly includes other objects.
NSV 3274 ID uncertain, position is for northern star of a pair.
NSV 3451 almost certainly the variable is mismarked on chart, and the nearby
red star (and IRAS source) intended.
NSV 12852 southern star of a pair.
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COORDINATES AND IDENTIFICATIONS
FOR SONNEBERG VARIABLES { III
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Lowell Observatory, 1400 West Mars Hill Road, Flagsta AZ 86001-4499, USA, e-mail: bas@lowell.edu
The lists below give accurate coordinates for over 500 designated and suspected vari-
ables in several elds described by Homeister (1964). The working methods were simi-
lar to previous lists (e.g. Ski 1999), which involves comparing the source charts against
computer-screen plots of the GSC or USNO{A2.0 star catalogues, with Digitized Sky Sur-
vey images, and making external bibliographic comparisons using the Strasbourg `VizieR'
utility and SIMBAD.
The tables are arranged as previously, divided by region as in Homeister's lists. A few
additional known variables that appear in the nder charts are given for completeness.
The Sonneberg serial number and the GCVS designations appear in the rst two columns.
An asterisk by the GCVS name indicates a note, which are collected at the end of the
tables. The positions are taken mostly from USNO{A2.0 (Monet et al. 1998); for some
brighter stars the GSC or ACT (Urban et al. 1998) was adopted, and for a few crowded
stars positions have been estimated (2
00
) using large-scale Digitized Sky Survey frames
from the Goddard SkyView facility (McGlynn et al. 1996). The source of the position
is coded in column `s' as follows: A = USNO{A2.0, G = GSC v1.2, S = SkyView, T =
ACT.
I made the match-up with the GSC using `VizieR', and found the various IDs in the
Remarks and Notes using SIMBAD. The IDs are listed only if they are new, in the sense
of being either not present or not linked in the same entry in SIMBAD.
A few stars defeated my attempts to identify them. Given that some of the stars I
did nd have positions several arcminutes in error, it is likely that these `lost' ones have
similar errors of some kind. The extremely crowded elds of Aquila and Sagitta made
matching the nder charts with the sky a challenging task.
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Table 1: North galactic pole elds { I
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8014 AR Leo 11 26 26.0 +23 48 39 A
S 8015 AU Leo 11 30 14.3 +23 48 09 A
S 8016 CP Leo 11 30 17.4 +23 49 27 A 1982-0626
S 8017 AV Leo 11 31 10.6 +25 37 15 A
S 8018 AW Leo 11 31 48.3 +16 56 53 A 1438-0727
S 8019 BW Leo 11 32 16.5 +17 19 25 A 1438-1465
S 8020 CQ Leo 11 34 56.1 +17 46 09 A 1438-0683
S 8021 AZ Leo 11 36 51.8 +21 22 53 A
S 8022 BB Leo 11 38 16.2 +23 33 59 A 1982-1872
S 8023 BC Leo 11 38 36.0 +20 43 35 A
S 8024 BD Leo 11 39 45.9 +15 47 41 A 1438-2727
S 8025 BE Leo 11 40 16.8 +18 41 27 A
S 8026 BY Leo 11 40 49.9 +19 55 44 A
S 8027 BG Leo 11 41 46.3 +23 12 03 A 1982-1885
S 8028 BH Leo 11 42 44.1 +24 06 22 A
S 8029 BL Leo 11 45 38.4 +24 46 51 A 1985-0173
S 8030 CR Leo 11 45 33.1 +16 50 06 A 1441-1286
S 8031 CF Leo 11 46 32.6 +16 13 53 A 1441-1539
S 8032 BM Leo 11 47 05.3 +24 41 08 A
S 8033 BN Leo 11 48 03.3 +18 58 04 A 1443-0459
S 8034 CS Leo 11 48 49.4 +22 44 45 A 1985-0823
S 8035 CI Leo 11 49 33.8 +23 06 07 A 1985-0805
S 8036 CT Leo 11 50 21.2 +21 36 19 A 1443-0771
S 8037 CU Leo 11 51 17.6 +18 29 27 A 1441-0957
S 8038 CV Leo 11 53 58.8 +20 29 24 T 1443-1364 BD+21

2373
S 8039 BQ Leo 11 53 44.2 +21 30 58 A 1443-2361
S 8040 CK Leo 11 55 15.6 +24 04 55 A 1985-1255
S 8041 CL Leo 11 55 17.2 +22 00 04 A
S 8042 CM Leo 11 56 14.3 +21 15 31 A 1443-1180 BPS BS 16936-0048
S 8043 VY Com 11 59 03.8 +17 00 23 A 1441-2096
S 8044 VZ Com 12 01 05.2 +22 12 56 A
S 8045 NSV 5427 12 01 14.3 +17 23 05 A 1442-0287
S 8046 WW Com 12 03 57.1 +22 28 10 A
S 8047 WX Com 12 05 45.0 +22 01 22 A
S 8048 WY Com 12 06 47.9 +16 17 11 A 1442-0959
S 8049 XX Com 12 08 02.2 +16 10 49 A 1442-1072
S 8050 XY Com 12 07 46.7 +21 37 42 A = BX Com (S 8488)
S 8051 XZ Com 12 09 05.8 +23 45 16 A
S 8052 YY Com 12 10 49.4 +20 17 41 A 1444-1238
S 8053 CE Com 12 12 46.8 +21 00 24 A
S 8054 SN 1963x* 12 13 03.3 +21 01 27 A 1444-0343
S 8055 CH Com 12 13 47.1 +22 20 42 A
S 8056 ZZ Com 12 16 17.3 +23 34 53 A
S 8057 AA Com 12 16 10.1 +25 01 21 A
S 8058 FN Com 12 19 06.5 +18 21 22 A 1445-1087 1RXS J121906.1+182119
S 8059 AE Com 12 23 41.2 +21 57 11 A BPS BS 16933-0062
S 8060 DD Com 12 28 46.3 +21 43 34 A 1447-2002
S 8061 AH Com 12 28 55.7 +16 45 03 A BPS BS 16984-0003
S 8062 DG Com 12 30 10.1 +21 00 18 A 1447-2315
S 8063 AN Com 12 35 43.5 +18 03 08 A
S 8064 AQ Com 12 42 42.7 +21 52 18 A 1448-1046
S 8065 AR Com 12 43 43.4 +16 57 15 A 1446-2242
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Table 1: North galactic pole elds { I (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8066 AT Com 12 45 40.3 +18 12 48 A
S 8067 AV Com 12 46 58.6 +15 10 11 A
S 8068 AY Com 12 51 12.8 +20 17 13 A
S 8069 BE Com 12 58 02.6 +19 54 02 A
S 8070 BF Com 13 02 13.6 +24 14 20 A 1993-1883 BPS BS 15622-0039
S 8071 FR Com 13 06 12.8 +21 11 16 A 1456-0487
S 8072 BG Com 13 19 44.7 +18 18 26 A
S 8073 FG Com 13 20 33.7 +22 26 55 A 1464-0265
S 8074 BH Com 13 21 58.7 +16 42 19 A 1458-0217 BPS BS 16972-0032
S 8075 NSV 6214 13 22 55.4 +20 25 52 A 1464-0861 BD+21

2521
S 8076 FH Com 13 24 25.7 +16 00 07 A 1458-0958
S 8077 FI Com 13 25 32.8 +16 49 44 A 1458-0227
S 8078 BK Com 13 28 09.9 +20 13 34 A 1464-0992
S 8079 BM Com 13 28 22.3 +15 50 08 A 1458-0916
S 8080 BP Com 13 31 19.4 +22 54 32 A
S 8081 BR Com 13 34 02.8 +18 24 48 A
S 8082 BU Com 13 35 17.4 +20 30 49 A 1465-0339
S 8083 AF Boo* 13 36 02.9 +21 29 33 A
S 8084 AH Boo 13 36 54.7 +22 30 47 A 1998-0765 BPS BS 16467-0030
S 8085 AI Boo 13 38 09.4 +15 38 56 A 1459-0050
S 8086 AL Boo 13 38 55.9 +18 42 42 A
S 8087 AM Boo 13 38 54.5 +23 45 49 A 1998-0489
S 8088 AN Boo 13 39 47.7 +15 35 34 A 1459-1004
S 8089 BR Boo 13 40 38.0 +16 06 31 A 1459-0704
S 8090 NSV 6439 13 46 48.4 +23 01 13 A 1999-0388
S 8091 AQ Boo 13 47 26.9 +17 18 24 A 1460-0578
S 8092 AT Boo 13 49 06.5 +16 22 22 A 1460-0333
S 8093 AU Boo 13 49 43.6 +16 09 00 A
S 8094 AV Boo 13 51 06.9 +17 39 06 A 1463-0611
S 8095 AW Boo 13 51 28.5 +20 14 55 A
S 8096 AX Boo 13 52 03.5 +18 33 40 A
S 8097 AZ Boo 13 53 18.3 +15 28 34 A 1467-0984
Table 2:  Aquilae eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8099 NSV 12008 19 25 28.4 +11 23 40 A 1063-0905
S 8100 V972 Aql 19 25 55.9 +7 11 55 A
S 8101 NSV 12027 19 26 44.9 +9 27 37 A 1059-0123
S 8102 V1302 Aql 19 26 48.1 +11 21 17 A 1063-2082
S 8103 V973 Aql 19 27 12.7 +11 32 57 A
S 8104 NSV 12059 19 28 24.4 +9 36 42 A 1059-1800
S 8105 NSV 12075 19 29 11.9 +12 02 49 A
S 8106 V974 Aql* 19 30 06.3 +7 40 08 S
S 8107 V975 Aql 19 30 03.0 +11 16 28 A
S 8108 NSV 12095 19 30 38.1 +7 21 08 A
S 8109 V976 Aql 19 30 18.5 +11 23 36 A
S 8110 V977 Aql* 19 31 17.6 +10 48 52 A
S 8111 NSV 12110* 19 31 25.5 +10 10 45 S 1059-1032
S 8112 V980 Aql* 19 32 28.4 +7 13 49 A IRAS 19300+0707
S 8113 V982 Aql 19 33 24.3 +6 52 00 A
S 8114 V1137 Aql* 19 33 01.8 +13 44 42 G 1068-2115 IRAS 19307+1338
S 8115 V983 Aql 19 33 46.0 +10 26 07 A
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Table 2:  Aquilae eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8116 V984 Aql 19 34 05.9 +11 34 03 A
S 8117 NSV 12162 19 34 18.8 +5 53 13 A LF 1 A 49
S 8118 V986 Aql 19 34 29.9 +6 08 15 S IRAS 19320+0601
S 8119 NSV 12160 19 34 20.5 +10 06 49 A
S 8120 V985 Aql 19 34 19.1 +10 47 27 A
S 8121 V988 Aql not found
S 8122 V987 Aql 19 34 22.5 +12 05 07 A IRAS 19320+1158
S 8123 V989 Aql 19 34 54.9 +7 53 57 A
S 8124 NSV 12177 19 35 00.8 +7 52 53 G 1056-3302
S 8125 V991 Aql 19 35 34.9 +6 33 46 A
S 8126 NSV 12182 19 35 23.5 +11 45 14 A 1064-1800
S 8127 NSV 12187 19 35 38.4 +7 30 56 A
S 8128 NSV 12192 19 36 06.6 +13 35 51 A IRAS 19337+1329
S 8129 V994 Aql 19 36 33.1 +10 02 47 A IRAS 19341+0956
S 8130 V996 Aql 19 37 22.1 +5 38 08 G 0490-2383 IRAS 19348+0531
S 8131 V995 Aql* 19 37 05.9 +10 34 22 G 1060-3308 IRAS 19347+1027
S 8132 V1371 Aql 19 37 18.1 +9 19 13 A
S 8133 V998 Aql 19 37 04.7 +13 41 14 S IRAS 19347+1334
S 8134 NSV 12225 19 37 59.6 +9 24 27 A 1060-0074
S 8135 NSV 12230 19 38 16.0 +9 39 49 A IRAS 19358+0932
S 8136 V1372 Aql 19 38 36.7 +8 24 41 A crowded
S 8137 V1002 Aql 19 38 46.8 +5 07 04 A
S 8138 V1001 Aql 19 38 44.2 +9 25 34 A IRAS 19363+0918
S 8139 NSV 12244 19 38 47.9 +8 26 28 T 1056-0891 BD+08

4173
S 8140 V1003 Aql 19 39 07.7 +9 15 43 A
S 8141 V1373 Aql 19 39 12.3 +13 37 49 A
S 8142 V1005 Aql 19 39 41.3 +11 37 13 A crowded
S 8143 NSV 12274* 19 40 05.5 +12 47 39 A IRAS 19377+1240 ?
S 8144 V1374 Aql 19 41 25.5 +8 19 04 A 1057-0492 IRAS 19390+0811
S 8145 V1010 Aql 19 41 22.7 +9 36 38 A
S 8146 V1375 Aql* 19 41 22.6 +13 13 53 A 1069-3650 IRAS 19390+1306
S 8147 V1380 Aql* 19 41 25.4 +14 53 55 A IRAS 19390+1446
S 8148 V1011 Aql 19 41 33.7 +11 36 17 A
S 8149 V1014 Aql 19 42 04.7 +6 33 46 A
S 8150 V1381 Aql 19 42 06.0 +8 01 12 A 1057-0562
S 8151 V1013 Aql 19 41 43.4 +14 30 38 A
S 8152 V1382 Aql 19 42 18.8 +9 59 37 A 1061-1975 IRAS 19398+0952
S 8153 V1015 Aql 19 42 09.1 +13 46 23 A
S 8154 V1383 Aql 19 42 41.1 +7 51 49 A
S 8155 V1016 Aql 19 42 16.2 +11 37 36 A IRAS 19399+1130
S 8156 NSV 12330 19 42 59.8 +6 43 03 A
S 8157 V1019 Aql 19 42 28.3 +15 21 29 A IRAS 19401+1514
S 8158 V1384 Aql 19 43 10.3 +6 39 45 A 0491-2277 IRAS 19407+0632
S 8159 V1020 Aql 19 43 29.9 +6 18 30 A IRAS 19410+0611
S 8160 V1385 Aql not found
S 8161 V1021 Aql 19 43 22.0 +12 19 13 A IRAS 19410+1212
S 8162 V1023 Aql 19 43 46.0 +13 41 24 A
S 8163 NSV 12357 19 44 23.2 +6 05 49 A 0491-1971
V665 Aql 19 44 18.1 +6 06 04 A IRAS 19418+0558
S 8164 V1024 Aql 19 43 54.9 +15 23 23 A
S 8165 V1025 Aql 19 44 16.8 +11 21 33 A
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Table 2:  Aquilae eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8166 V1027 Aql 19 44 27.4 +10 18 17 A IRAS 19420+1010
S 8167 V1386 Aql 19 44 26.0 +13 46 58 A
S 8168 V1026 Aql 19 44 09.0 +14 44 37 A
V462 Aql 19 44 17.6 +14 43 33 G 1069-1157 IRAS 19419+1436
S 8169 V1388 Aql 19 44 56.9 +8 01 30 A 1057-0986
S 8170 V1387 Aql 19 44 32.2 +15 27 57 A 1615-2514 IRAS 19422+1520
S 8171 V1030 Aql 19 45 54.9 +14 29 52 A
S 8172 V1389 Aql 19 46 10.3 +11 49 25 A 1065-2974 IRAS 19438+1142
S 8173 V1390 Aql 19 46 45.4 +6 23 58 A 0492-0034 IRAS 19443+0616
S 8174 V1033 Aql 19 46 44.8 +14 21 57 A
S 8175 V1034 Aql 19 47 16.1 +7 46 32 A
S 8176 V1035 Aql 19 47 29.3 +8 59 43 A
S 8177 V1391 Aql 19 47 42.3 +12 34 13 A
S 8178 V1036 Aql 19 47 55.2 +15 07 31 A
S 8179 V1037 Aql 19 48 42.2 +14 48 08 A IRAS 19463+1440
S 8180 V1038 Aql 19 49 27.8 +10 08 17 A IRAS 19470+1000
S 8181 V1393 Aql 19 49 56.0 +7 12 03 A 0492-1999 IRAS 19474+0704
S 8182 V1392 Aql 19 49 48.9 +8 04 31 A 1058-0052 IRAS 19473+0756
S 8183 V1040 Aql 19 50 01.6 +9 49 44 A
S 8184 V1042 Aql 19 50 01.6 +14 12 23 A
S 8185 V1041 Aql 19 49 56.9 +14 41 58 A 1070-1029
S 8186 V1394 Aql 19 50 04.3 +14 51 57 A
S 8187 V1043 Aql 19 50 19.7 +12 05 40 A IRAS 19479+1157
S 8188 V1395 Aql 19 50 29.1 +14 15 01 A IRAS 19481+1407
S 8189 V1396 Aql 19 51 07.9 +11 56 31 A 1066-1227
S 8190 V1044 Aql 19 51 15.0 +12 54 37 S
S 8191 V1047 Aql 19 51 31.1 +10 57 22 A
S 8192 V1049 Aql 19 51 51.1 +8 33 13 A
S 8193 V1048 Aql 19 51 33.4 +10 46 33 A
S 8194 V1050 Aql* 19 51 43.2 +10 51 14 A IRAS 19493+1043
S 8195 V1052 Aql 19 52 16.8 +6 02 59 A 0492-1846 IRAS 19498+0555
S 8196 V1055 Aql 19 52 28.7 +6 56 02 A
S 8197 V1397 Aql 19 52 12.3 +11 33 57 A 1066-1132 IRAS 19498+1126
S 8198 V1056 Aql 19 52 14.8 +14 10 27 A
S 8199 V1398 Aql* 19 52 15.0 +14 30 39 A 1070-1537 IRAS 19499+1422
S 8200 NSV 12510 19 52 54.1 +6 40 55 A 0493-0997
S 8201 V1057 Aql 19 52 49.9 +11 22 12 A
S 8202 NSV 12507 19 52 39.1 +14 15 55 A
S 8203 NSV 12506 19 52 36.8 +15 05 55 A
S 8204 V1058 Aql 19 53 03.1 +13 13 58 A
S 8205 V1399 Aql 19 53 13.0 +12 33 09 A
S 8206 V1059 Aql 19 53 49.6 +6 45 05 A southeastern of pair
S 8207 NSV 12533 19 54 23.2 +5 43 05 A 0493-0066
S 8208 V1062 Aql 19 54 33.6 +5 40 59 A 0493-0476 IRAS 19520+0533
S 8209 V1061 Aql 19 54 20.8 +7 01 31 A
S 8210 V1063 Aql 19 54 33.1 +6 21 57 A
S 8211 V1400 Aql 19 54 24.5 +14 32 30 A 1070-3932
S 8212 NSV 12553 19 54 53.4 +15 17 40 A southern of pair
S 8213 V1065 Aql not found
S 8214 NSV 12572 19 55 42.9 +14 30 11 A
V498 Aql 19 55 54.1 +14 30 15 A IRAS 19535+1422
S 8215 V1066 Aql 19 56 28.3 +9 02 32 S
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Table 2:  Aquilae eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8216 NSV 12587 19 56 47.6 +9 53 32 T 1075-3110
S 8217 NSV 12584 19 56 39.5 +14 58 46 A 1083-1847 IRAS 19543+1450
S 8218 V1068 Aql 19 57 18.8 +7 20 15 A
S 8219 NSV 12605 19 57 24.5 +14 27 49 G 1083-2225 crowded
S 8220 V1070 Aql 19 58 23.0 +8 14 25 A southern of two
S 8221 NSV 12624 19 58 10.0 +10 47 07 S IRAS 19557+1038
S 8222 V1071 Aql 19 59 19.9 +9 40 56 A crowded, ID uncertain
S 8223 V1072 Aql 19 59 10.3 +14 49 07 A southwestern of pair
S 8224 V1073 Aql 19 59 27.9 +12 12 49 A
S 8225 V1074 Aql 19 59 37.4 +11 57 27 A
S 8226 NSV 12667 20 00 12.1 +8 49 43 A
S 8227 NSV 12686 20 01 15.3 +8 54 40 A
S 8228 V1409 Aql 20 01 32.9 +5 47 33 A 0506-1396
S 8229 V1077 Aql 20 01 44.7 +9 54 14 A
S 8230 NSV 12707 20 01 43.7 +10 20 00 A
S 8231 V1078 Aql 20 01 57.0 +9 37 43 A IRAS 19595+0929
S 8232 V1410 Aql 20 01 58.4 +11 46 06 A 1079-3413
S 8233 V1079 Aql 20 01 49.1 +14 29 06 A
S 8234 V1411 Aql 20 01 59.2 +13 49 02 A
S 8235 V1081 Aql 20 02 38.7 +9 03 45 A
S 8236 V1080 Aql 20 02 27.7 +9 59 12 A
S 8237 NSV 12724 20 02 13.3 +11 44 38 A
S 8238 V1083 Aql 20 02 55.0 +10 13 13 A
S 8239 V1082 Aql 20 02 35.4 +14 24 35 A 1084-2008
S 8240 NSV 12747 20 03 38.5 +14 23 59 A
S 8241 V1087 Aql 20 04 36.9 +11 39 55 A
V774 Aql 20 04 43.4 +11 41 27 A 1080-1097 IRAS 20023+1132
S 8242 V1088 Aql 20 04 44.7 +11 53 00 A 1080-2270
S 8243 V1089 Aql 20 04 59.7 +10 36 50 A
S 8244 NSV 12775 20 05 16.6 +11 52 09 A
S 8245 V1091 Aql 20 05 44.7 +13 17 05 A IRAS 20033+1308
S 8246 V1092 Aql 20 06 27.4 +13 59 45 A IRAS 20041+1350
Table 3: 62 Aquilae eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8247 V1028 Aql 19 45 45.3 {0 58 03 A
S 8248 V1031 Aql 19 46 36.2 {3 59 07 A
S 8249 V1032 Aql 19 46 45.2 {4 00 17 A
S 8250 V1039 Aql 19 49 57.6 +1 11 04 A
S 8251 NSV 12448 19 50 12.6 {1 07 46 A 5146-0910 IRAS 19476-0115
S 8252 NSV 12551 19 55 12.4 {4 25 47 A
S 8253 NSV 12550 19 55 02.9 {0 29 01 A 5147-0575 IRAS 19524-0037
S 8254 NSV 12579 19 56 28.7 {1 47 23 A 5147-1939 IRAS 19538-0155
S 8255 V1327 Aql 19 56 19.0 +1 46 44 A
S 8256 V1069 Aql* 19 57 18.5 +3 34 32 A 0485-0462 double
S 8257 NSV 12694 20 01 34.2 +2 10 52 A 0498-2133
S 8258 NSV 12704 20 01 57.8 {3 42 39 A
S 8259 V1076 Aql 20 02 02.8 {0 37 54 A
S 8260 V1084 Aql 20 03 43.5 +0 53 38 A
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Table 3: 62 Aquilae eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8261 V1085 Aql 20 03 45.8 +3 03 20 A
S 8262 V1090 Aql 20 05 58.5 +3 23 58 A
S 8263 NSV 12803 20 06 55.0 {0 12 08 A 5160-1924
S 8264 V1093 Aql 20 07 05.2 +0 10 23 A
S 8265 NSV 12833 20 09 01.7 +2 19 52 A 0499-2148
S 8266 NSV 12841 20 09 38.7 {5 28 08 A 5169-1699 CGCS 4689
S 8267 NSV 12858 20 10 40.2 +3 34 21 A 0499-1384
S 8268 V1099 Aql 20 12 27.7 {0 41 12 A
S 8269 NSV 12898 20 13 01.7 {0 43 15 A 5161-0284 PPM 708235
S 8270 V1100 Aql 20 13 26.7 {1 54 12 A
S 8271 V1102 Aql 20 15 04.0 {1 56 28 A 5166-1326
S 8272 NSV 13018 20 20 35.7 {0 47 50 A 5162-1012
S 8273 NSV 13035 20 21 48.8 {0 52 28 A 5162-1356
S 8274 V865 Aql 20 23 54.6 +0 56 45 H 0497-0974
Table 4: NGC 188 eld { I
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8275 GV Cep 23 51 40.0 +84 20 42 A
S 8276 NSV 14753 23 53 49.1 +85 51 10 A
S 8277 EN Cep 0 24 41.1 +83 26 19 A
S 8278 EQ Cep 0 47 33.5 +85 16 24 A
S 8279 ER Cep 0 50 27.8 +85 15 09 A
S 8280 ES Cep 0 50 50.7 +85 16 13 A
S 8281 ET Cep 1 02 23.0 +85 23 49 A
S 8282 NSV 395 1 08 12.9 +84 38 06 A
S 8283 EV Cep not found
S 8284 EW Cep not found
Table 5:  Delphini eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8285 KR Del 20 23 05.9 +11 36 30 A IRAS 20207+1126
S 8286 KS Del 20 23 06.9 +16 06 28 A
S 8287 GH Del 20 23 48.3 +13 58 31 A
S 8288 KT Del 20 25 45.3 +15 47 12 A 1632-0985 IRAS 20234+1537
S 8289 KU Del 20 26 20.7 +11 30 20 A 1095-0088
S 8290 KV Del 20 27 22.9 +12 10 34 A
S 8291 GI Del 20 30 20.9 +12 40 40 A
S 8292 FK Del 20 30 42.7 +12 17 57 A
S 8293 GK Del 20 33 25.0 +13 41 29 A
S 8294 GL Del 20 34 34.9 +11 33 49 A
S 8295 KX Del* 20 36 42.6 +12 29 47 A 1096-1258 IRAS 20343+1219
S 8296 HW Del 20 39 31.1 +16 13 08 A
S 8297 GM Del 20 39 54.3 +16 30 15 A
S 8298 GN Del 20 40 14.4 +15 51 24 A
S 8299 GO Del 20 40 44.0 +14 09 54 A
S 8300 GP Del 20 40 55.9 +14 39 35 A
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Table 5:  Delphini eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8301 HY Del 20 42 54.9 +17 44 32 A 1638-0396
S 8302 GQ Del 20 43 51.2 +16 12 36 A
S 8303 GR Del 20 45 52.2 +15 26 53 A
S 8304 GS Del 20 46 43.1 +15 01 19 A
S 8305 GT Del 20 47 13.0 +19 31 43 A 1642-2794
S 8306 LM Del 20 48 57.9 +14 54 26 A
S 8307 GV Del 20 50 31.6 +12 37 31 A
S 8308 GX Del 20 56 29.1 +17 52 51 A
Table 6: NGC 7789 eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8309 NSV 14695 23 45 23.8 +57 53 59 A
S 8310 NSV 14741 23 53 36.2 +56 06 04 A
Table 7:  Sagittae eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8311 V1007 Aql 19 39 47.6 +16 11 25 A
S 8312 DN Sge 19 40 16.7 +18 07 25 A ID uncertain
S 8313 FX Vul 19 41 30.8 +24 07 44 A IRAS 19394+2400
S 8314 UU Sge* 19 42 10.3 +17 05 16 A PN G053.8-03.0
S 8315 MO Vul 19 42 39.9 +19 52 59 A 1080-2270
S 8316 DO Sge 19 43 09.6 +17 35 08 A
S 8317 GK Vul 19 43 58.9 +24 09 42 A 2139-0720 IRAS 19418+2402
S 8318 GL Vul 19 44 56.8 +20 12 17 A
S 8319 DQ Sge 19 45 05.6 +16 40 06 A southwestern of pair
S 8320 V1029 Aql 19 45 26.9 +15 54 42 A IRAS 19431+1547
S 8321 QW Sge* 19 45 49.6 +18 36 50 G 1619-1911
S 8322 GS Vul 19 48 26.5 +21 32 15 A
S 8323 NSV 12435 19 49 13.5 +14 39 37 A 1070-1982
S 8324 NSV 12428 19 48 51.7 +23 08 12 A 2140-2761 IRAS 19467+2300
S 8325 GT Vul 19 48 54.9 +20 56 08 A
S 8326 NSV 12441 19 49 26.6 +18 51 24 T 1623-0866 HD 350668
S 8327 NSV 12447 19 49 50.4 +16 46 43 A IRAS 19475+1639
S 8328 NSV 12451 19 50 03.1 +16 50 13 A
S 8329 GW Vul 19 51 37.2 +20 28 58 C
S 8330 GZ Vul 19 52 20.1 +19 54 02 A
S 8331 NSV 12538 19 54 17.7 +16 29 17 A
S 8332 NSV 12555 19 55 06.5 +15 39 26 A 1616-1912 IRAS 19528+1531
S 8333 HM Vul 19 55 39.3 +23 25 08 S
S 8334 HN Vul 19 55 53.2 +22 05 47 A
S 8335 NSV 12581 19 56 29.5 +17 19 00 A
AS Sge 19 56 38.7 +17 19 40 S
S 8336 V1067 Aql 19 56 49.7 +15 39 12 A
S 8337 DZ Sge 19 57 02.0 +16 06 45 A double
S 8338 NSV 12588 19 56 35.1 +23 20 40 A 2140-2615
S 8339 NSV 12596 19 57 05.1 +17 05 09 A
S 8340 EF Sge 19 57 18.8 +17 45 54 A
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Table 7:  Sagittae eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8341 EE Sge 19 57 20.2 +18 20 27 S not NSV 12602
S 8342 NSV 12604 19 57 10.5 +23 03 24 A 2140-0051
S 8343 EG Sge 19 57 58.6 +17 06 30 A 1620-2241
S 8344 HO Vul 19 58 53.5 +24 23 43 A 2145-0344
S 8345 EK Sge 20 00 27.3 +20 02 52 A
S 8346 EN Sge 20 03 04.1 +16 12 04 A
S 8347 EO Sge 20 03 03.4 +17 26 23 A
S 8348 NSV 12742 20 03 29.3 +21 05 12 A
S 8349 V1086 Aql* 20 04 09.4 +14 42 34 G 1084-2217
S 8350 NSV 12755 20 03 49.7 +17 24 32 A
S 8351 HT Vul 20 03 54.7 +22 36 54 A
S 8352 NSV 12763 20 04 30.2 +21 13 57 A
S 8353 EP Sge 20 04 51.7 +17 28 02 A 1621-0519
S 8354 EQ Sge 20 04 51.7 +16 45 37 A 1617-0728 southern of close pair
S 8355 EX Vul 20 04 47.5 +22 19 22 A 1629-3369
S 8356 HV Vul 20 05 26.6 +22 13 22 A
S 8357 HU Vul 20 05 27.2 +22 25 03 A
S 8358 NSV 12793 20 06 04.1 +17 13 47 A
S 8359 NSV 12810 20 07 23.7 +21 33 13 A 1629-0316
S 8360 NSV 12813 20 07 24.1 +19 43 50 A
S 8361 ET Sge* 20 09 06.3 +17 43 38 A
S 8362 NSV 12845 20 09 35.4 +17 34 45 A 1622-1106
S 8364 EV Sge 20 10 05.4 +19 18 34 A 1626-1486 crowded
S 8365 V1098 Aql 20 10 49.0 +15 07 46 S IRAS 20085+1458
S 8366 EW Sge 20 10 52.6 +16 18 04 A
S 8367 EY Sge 20 10 54.2 +21 26 59 A
S 8368 HZ Vul 20 12 26.7 +22 02 38 A
S 8369 FK Sge 20 13 15.5 +16 38 04 A
S 8370 FQ Sge 20 15 24.4 +18 44 06 A
S 8371 II Vul 20 15 52.1 +22 15 04 A 1630-2808
S 8372 FR Sge 20 15 57.9 +19 22 08 A
S 8373 NSV 12971 20 16 53.9 +16 55 26 A
S 8374 NSV 12991 20 18 46.6 +17 53 37 A 1635-0729
Table 8:  Cygni eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8375 NSV 13542 21 06 19.5 +46 48 49 A
S 8376 V1551 Cyg 21 07 29.8 +46 19 20 A 3588-2883
S 8377 V1663 Cyg 21 08 43.0 +46 32 20 A 3588-7238 IRAS 21069+4620
S 8378 V1552 Cyg 21 09 37.2 +43 22 45 A 3180-2482
S 8379 V1063 Cyg 21 10 09.6 +48 42 58 A
S 8380 V1064 Cyg 21 10 04.7 +48 36 33 A
S 8381 V1480 Cyg 21 13 24.9 +44 01 25 A
S 8382 V1066 Cyg 21 17 03.3 +44 00 29 A 3181-5418
S 8383 V1332 Cyg 21 17 13.4 +44 54 51 A 3181-1481 IRAS 21153+4442
S 8384 V1067 Cyg 21 18 48.3 +41 00 01 A
S 8385 V1069 Cyg 21 21 10.4 +40 54 58 A
S 8386 V1071 Cyg 21 22 50.5 +42 21 22 A
S 8387 V1072 Cyg 21 22 40.2 +46 53 56 A
S 8388 V1336 Cyg 21 23 48.5 +45 29 23 A not IRAS 21219+4516 ?
S 8389 V1562 Cyg 21 24 34.0 +42 59 59 A
S 8390 V1074 Cyg 21 26 18.2 +42 08 01 A
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Table 8:  Cygni eld (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8391 NSV 13722 21 27 14.0 +42 57 42 A
S 8392 V1565 Cyg 21 27 32.3 +42 41 31 A IRAS 21256+4228
S 8393 V1075 Cyg 21 29 18.4 +42 19 18 A
S 8394 V1076 Cyg 21 29 12.7 +47 52 53 A Cl* NGC 7092 PLAT 1357
S 8395 V1078 Cyg 21 29 21.6 +47 49 43 A southern of pair
S 8396 V1077 Cyg 21 29 23.1 +49 06 36 A 3598-0815 Cl* NGC 7092 PLAT 1588
S 8397 V1079 Cyg 21 30 03.5 +46 47 57 A
S 8398 V1080 Cyg 21 34 27.3 +42 59 32 A
S 8399 V1567 Cyg* 21 34 41.7 +42 00 33 A IRAS 21327+4147
S 8400 V1081 Cyg 21 34 15.8 +49 11 26 A
S 8401 V1082 Cyg 21 37 03.7 +43 21 17 A 3195-0834
S 8402 V1084 Cyg 21 37 51.6 +47 36 47 A
S 8403 V1085 Cyg 21 38 27.3 +47 40 16 A
S 8404 V1569 Cyg 21 39 50.2 +42 15 05 A
S 8405 V1086 Cyg 21 40 15.8 +47 59 22 A
S 8406 NSV 13849 21 41 54.3 +45 30 02 A
S 8407 V1087 Cyg 21 42 10.1 +46 10 39 A
S 8408 V1573 Cyg 21 42 28.1 +43 15 58 A
S 8409 V1574 Cyg* 21 43 22.0 +48 55 34 A 3599-1997 IRAS 21415+4841
S 8410 V1340 Cyg 21 43 49.1 +45 46 14 A IRAS 21419+4532
S 8411 V1089 Cyg 21 44 17.5 +47 54 52 A
S 8412 V1091 Cyg 21 45 59.5 +44 25 00 A IRAS 21440+4411
S 8413 V1575 Cyg 21 50 16.4 +47 59 21 A
S 8414 V1092 Cyg 21 50 51.2 +47 48 13 A IRAS 21489+4734
S 8415 V1576 Cyg 21 51 59.6 +49 17 34 A
S 8416 NSV 13922 21 52 58.2 +44 00 55 A 3197-1023
S 8417 V1093 Cyg 21 53 29.3 +44 05 05 A 3197-0543
S 8418 V1094 Cyg 21 54 29.8 +44 49 14 A
S 8419 V1096 Cyg 21 55 52.2 +41 35 47 A
S 8420 V1095 Cyg 21 55 42.0 +47 20 02 A
S 8421 V1097 Cyg 21 56 58.8 +45 21 54 A
S 8422 V1098 Cyg 21 57 42.9 +46 46 38 A
S 8423 V1099 Cyg 21 57 44.5 +45 54 23 A
S 8424 V1100 Cyg 21 58 36.5 +45 18 43 A
S 8425 NSV 13990 21 59 23.9 +43 53 22 A 3197-0357
S 8426 FU Lac 22 00 26.8 +43 51 20 A
S 8427 V351 Lac 22 00 48.2 +42 30 43 A 3206-0663
S 8428 V352 Lac 22 01 11.7 +43 07 33 A 3210-1466
S 8429 V1101 Cyg 22 02 00.5 +48 03 26 A
Table 9:  Puppis eld { I
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8430 HQ Pup 7 50 44.1 {22 41 51 G 6553-0141
S 8431 NSV 3819 7 56 03.1 {21 57 03 A 5994-0168 IRAS 07538-2149
S 8432 NSV 3842 7 59 12.2 {26 41 57 A 6562-0429
S 8433 NSV 3849 7 59 42.1 {20 53 27 A 5994-3338
S 8434 HX Pup 8 00 26.0 {27 12 31 A 6562-2846
S 8435 HY Pup 8 02 13.6 {23 35 42 A
S 8436 NSV 3868 8 02 06.9 {26 12 52 A 6558-3172
S 8437 NSV 3875 8 03 01.5 {24 16 33 G 6554-1861
S 8438 HZ Pup 8 03 22.9 {28 28 29 A Nova Pup 1963
S 8439 II Pup 8 03 25.7 {27 55 26 A IRAS 08013-2746
S 8440 FG Pup 8 04 31.7 {24 02 54 A 6554-0963
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Table 9:  Puppis eld { I (cont'd.)
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8441 IP Pup 8 07 43.1 {23 16 55 A
S 8442 NSV 3919 8 08 20.5 {23 18 34 A
S 8443 IQ Pup 8 11 28.3 {21 19 15 A
S 8444 LZ Pup 8 12 10.9 {23 43 49 A
S 8445 IS Pup 8 11 58.8 {28 15 36 A
S 8446 NSV 3955 8 14 04.4 {27 42 01 A 6564-0405
S 8447 NSV 3961 8 14 26.6 {25 51 41 A 6560-4892
S 8448 IW Pup 8 18 06.0 {26 33 02 A
S 8449 NSV 4038 8 22 07.3 {21 15 31 A 6009-4253 IRAS 08199-2105
S 8450 NSV 4054 8 23 34.9 {21 57 49 A 6009-5581 IRAS 08213-2148
S 8451 NSV 4065 8 25 08.3 {23 58 27 A 6569-0930 IRAS 08229-2348
Table 10:  Cassiopeiae eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8452 V383 Cas* 0 43 43.5 +62 00 09 A
S 8453 NSV 274 0 44 17.0 +60 42 20 A 4016-0347 IRAS 00413+6025
S 8454 V386 Cas 0 59 11.3 +55 57 20 A 3672-1961
S 8455 V387 Cas 1 00 31.8 +58 41 46 A 3680-1475
S 8456 V456 Cas 1 06 18.1 +54 03 24 A 3668-1863 IRAS 01033+5347
S 8457 V467 Cas 1 22 16.3 +57 23 06 A 3678-1023 IRAS 01191+5707
S 8458 V390 Cas 1 28 37.2 +62 16 38 A 4035-2349 IRAS 01252+6201
S 8459 V470 Cas 1 32 18.2 +56 29 58 A 3678-0712
S 8460 V472 Cas 1 33 32.0 +60 32 48 A 4031-0602 IRAS 01301+6017
S 8461 V473 Cas 1 34 52.4 +56 39 09 A 3679-1417
S 8462 V349 Per 1 36 29.2 +53 49 26 A 3671-1906
S 8463 KU Per 1 50 43.6 +54 51 23 A
S 8464 V394 Cas 2 02 02.1 +62 41 31 A 4037-1145
Table 11: NGC 2158 eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8465 HL Gem 6 02 10.4 +22 58 12 A
S 8466 HM Gem 6 03 08.8 +25 14 48 A
S 8467 HN Gem 6 05 56.5 +24 20 20 A
S 8468 HO Gem 6 07 30.6 +24 42 14 A
S 8469 HP Gem 6 11 46.9 +24 51 37 A
S 8470 HQ Gem 6 12 04.5 +25 28 33 A
S 8471 HS Gem 6 15 23.6 +23 49 54 A
S 8472 HT Gem 6 15 44.7 +24 00 51 A
S 8473 NSV 2889 6 16 12.8 +25 39 56 A
Table 12: NGC 188 eld { II
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8474 EP Cep 0 46 54.2 +85 21 44 A
S 8475 EU Cep 1 20 52.0 +84 54 06 A
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Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8476 NV Per 4 19 36.0 +35 05 45 A 2379-1645
S 8477 NW Per 4 22 21.4 +41 47 39 A 2887-0329 IRAS 04188+4140
S 8478 OP Per 4 30 02.4 +42 56 38 A
S 8479 NSV 1707 4 45 18.7 +35 58 15 A 2386-0814 IRAS 04419+3552
S 8480 HV Aur 4 53 16.8 +38 16 38 A
S 8481 NSV 1753 4 53 40.1 +37 18 44 A 2399-0737 IRAS 04503+3713
Table 14: North galactic pole elds { II
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8482 NSV 5287* 11 40 14.6 +16 58 16 A
S 8483 BF Leo 11 41 12.4 +21 17 52 A
S 8484 BZ Leo 11 42 18.5 +22 46 46 A
S 8585 BK Leo 11 44 28.8 +21 36 33 A
S 8486 BR Leo 11 54 17.8 +15 59 21 A
S 8487 NSV 5464 12 07 19.4 +22 44 54 A 1986-1864
S 8488 BX Com 12 07 46.7 +21 37 42 A = XY Com (S 8050)
S 8489 CC Com 12 12 06.2 +22 31 58 G 1986-2106 1RXS J121205.5+223207
S 8490 YZ Com 12 13 07.6 +21 56 50 A
S 8491 AB Com 12 18 46.7 +23 38 43 A 1989-0857
S 8492 DF Com 12 29 12.6 +20 04 55 A 1447-2048 double
S 8493 DY Com 12 44 41.3 +17 22 13 A
S 8494 AS Com 12 45 23.6 +16 40 53 A
S 8495 AU Com 12 45 57.6 +19 50 16 A
S 8496 AZ Com 12 53 50.1 +22 18 40 A 1455-0265
S 8497 BI Com 13 22 44.7 +23 40 43 A
S 8498 BN Com* 13 29 08.3 +17 19 02 A
S 8499 AK Boo 13 38 39.2 +24 11 05 A
S 8500 BS Boo 13 41 43.0 +23 35 01 A
S 8501 BV Boo 13 42 03.9 +22 54 50 A 1998-1020
S 8502 13 42 26.8 +28 11 13 A 2004-1535 Cl* NGC 5272 SAW V113
S 8503 AO Boo 13 44 28.5 +22 17 21 A
S 8504 BB Boo 13 53 37.6 +21 50 47 A
S 8505 BE Boo 13 55 38.4 +17 52 53 A 1470-0441
S 8506 BU Boo 14 01 42.6 +22 30 16 A 2006-0750
Table 15:  Puppis eld { II
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8507 HT Pup 7 53 58.4 {26 14 36 A
S 8508 NSV 3807 7 54 32.3 {23 50 20 A 6553-2103 IRAS 07524-2342
S 8509 NSV 3821 7 56 17.3 {23 27 04 A
S 8510 IL Pup 8 04 26.1 {20 53 22 G 6007-2906
S 8511 IO Pup 8 06 57.9 {25 49 08 A 6559-0238
S 8512 NSV 3910 8 07 37.0 {19 47 05 A 6003-0283 IRAS 08054-1938
S 8513 NSV 3944 8 12 47.2 {26 45 08 A 6563-2205 IRAS 08107-2636
S 8514 NSV 3964* 8 14 59.2 {21 56 24 A 6008-0356 IRAS 08127-2147
S 8515 NSV 3972 8 15 54.6 {22 58 24 A 6556-0649 IRAS 08137-2249
S 8516 NSV 4001 8 19 02.3 {25 19 15 A
S 8517 NSV 4042 8 22 19.6 {20 09 39 A 6005-4164
S 8518 NSV 4050 8 23 28.4 {21 09 16 G 6009-3746
S 8519 NSV 4055 8 23 38.9 {21 09 02 G 6009-2857
S 8520 KK Pup 8 23 54.4 {28 36 36 A 6581-2102
S 8521 KL Pup 8 24 23.3 {23 21 10 A
S 8522 NSV 4097 8 28 36.4 {24 49 30 A 6573-4492
S 8523 TW Pyx 8 28 42.5 {25 37 41 A 6573-2741
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Table 16: AE Aurigae eld
Sonne. GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
S 8524 EW Aur 4 51 24.8 +38 11 19 A 2894-2717
S 8525 IK Aur 5 08 13.2 +33 47 52 A
S 8526 IL Aur 5 14 09.1 +37 14 45 A 2401-0273
S 8527 IO Aur 5 15 51.4 +38 34 37 A 2896-1572
S 8528 IP Aur 5 17 30.2 +36 59 48 A
S 8529 IR Aur* 5 21 52.1 +39 14 11 A
S 8530 NSV 1943 5 22 00.6 +32 53 53 A IRAS 05187+3251
S 8531 NSV 1983 5 26 52.4 +34 47 15 A
S 8532 IT Aur 5 27 38.2 +32 12 33 A
S 8533 IV Aur 5 30 49.8 +35 54 45 A
S 8534 IW Aur 5 32 35.1 +33 21 54 A 2407-2050
Notes:
V974 Aql faint on POSS-I, bright on POSS-II.






V995 Aql GSC position oset in Dec from crowding.
V1050 Aql southwestern star of pair; evidently not a dwarf nova, but a Mira,
cf. Gessner (1984, 1986).
V1069 Aql GCVS4.1 position 8
0
in error.
V1086 Aql double, Homeister suggests variable is the southeastern component.
V1137 Aql = NSV 12135.
V1375 Aql GSC/A2.0 positions slightly skewed by companion; variable is
the eastern star of pair.
V1380 Aql IRAS position has large error ellipse.
V1398 Aql northeastern star of pair.
IR Aur not double as per Homeister.
AF Boo superposed on the faint galaxy NGP9 F380-1183661.
V383 Cas Cl* NGC 225 LMM 102; star marked is not red.
BN Com ID uncertain, northwestern star of pair.
V1567 Cyg northern/brighter star of pair.
V1574 Cyg also = CGCS 5427.
KX Del star marked is red IRAS source.
UU Sge SIMBAD position somewhat in error.
ET Sge Downes et al. (1997) position adopted.





V=13.14, B{V=0.45, F0V, cf. Munari & Buson (1991).
NSV 3964 also = IRC {20161.





NSV 12110 northeastern star of pair, GSC position is for mean of pair.
NSV 12274 coincident with IRAS 19377+1240, but large error ellipse.
SN 1963x position is for host galaxy, which is IRAS 12105+2118 and = Anon 1210+21.
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In the course of work on the Wachmann SA 98 variables (Ski 1999a) and the Chavira
infrared stars (Ski 1999b), I noticed numerous identications within SIMBAD involving a
list of suspected variables found by Henden & Stone (1998) using the USNO{Flagsta 20-
cm transit circle, dubbed `FASTT' (Flagsta Astrometric Scanning Transit Telescope).
Although about 100 of the 1600 stars were accurately matched within the GCVS (see
Henden & Stone's Table 3), other external identications were not made.
I have compared the list against the IRAS point-source and IRAS \faint-source" cat-
alogues using the Strasbourg `VizieR' facility. The table shows the 160-odd match-ups
found within 20
00
of the high-precision FASTT coordinates. This search radius is similar
to the major axis of the typical IRAS position error-ellipse. In fact, the great majority
of the IRAS sources were within 5
00
of the FASTT star. All but a few of these cor-
respond to cool AGB variables, where the 12/25 m IRAS ux ratios are  1:5, with
generally no detection at 60 m or 100 m (cf. Figure 1 of Zijlstra et al. 1990). The only
two IRAS coincidences having odd IRAS `colors' are two extragalactic objects: one is a
quasar (FASTT 159), the other is the center of a nearby galaxy (FASTT 543 = NGC
4653). Since the FASTT astrometric reference frame included extragalactic radio sources
(cf. Stone 1997), high-z objects were commonly on the observing program.
The table preserves the precise (50 mas) coordinates of the on-line version of the orig-
inal le. (I have made the positive Declination signs explicit, however.) The next column
shows IRAS names. While all the ordinary IRAS point-sources are present in SIMBAD,
most of the \faint-source" catalogue objects are not unless there is some published study
of them. The last column shows various `new' IDs, specically names not linked with the
FASTT stars in SIMBAD. If the IRAS name is already linked with a variable-star name
in SIMBAD, then the GCVS name alone is given. This is to emphasize the GCVS name
as a primary identier for the object. A few longer notes are given at the bottom of the
list.
I appreciate the comments of Arne Henden on the results of this search.
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Table 1: Identications for FASTT suspected variables
FASTT RA (2000) Dec IRAS Identications
32 00 47 53.1434 {01 18 58.884 SX Cet
74 03 54 30.2308 +01 24 19.155 03519+0115
104 03 28 18.6865 {01 32 58.175 F03257{0143
109 04 15 20.2203 +01 18 00.209 04127+0110 NSV 15930
112 04 21 27.2441 +01 29 13.293 04188+0122 [TI98] 0418+0122
132 04 33 44.9156 +00 01 36.565 BD Eri
135 04 17 07.8421 {00 25 06.634 F04145{0032
159 04 23 15.7858 {01 20 33.320 04207{0127 Ohio A 129; quasar
166 07 02 59.4231 +01 09 53.852 07004+0114 V529 Mon
167 07 03 31.2546 +01 01 37.802 07009+0106
175 07 07 06.5880 +00 46 35.045 07045+0051
182 07 14 06.4834 +00 57 46.885 07115+0103
187 07 18 42.9948 +01 11 11.122 07161+0116
193 07 29 20.9854 +00 49 55.576 07267+0056
196 07 29 36.9737 +01 01 41.164 07270+0107
202 07 08 18.0761 +00 41 12.978 07057+0046
215 07 25 28.5258 +00 35 12.196 07229+0041
233 07 05 10.3269 {00 00 04.009 07026+0004
267 07 03 39.6407 {00 16 05.930 07011{0011
276 07 08 56.4741 {00 17 24.450 07063{0012 CGCS 1568 = C* 677
291 07 20 06.8815 {00 06 26.843 07175{0000
296 07 25 04.6868 {00 24 23.206 07225{0018 GSC 4817-0788
303 07 03 46.0795 {00 37 28.989 07012{0032
308 07 13 53.0339 {00 30 59.792 07113{0025
309 07 14 16.1709 {00 32 17.875 07117{0027
312 07 19 25.9116 {00 43 28.583 07168{0037
316 07 25 52.1458 {00 40 36.849 07233{0034
318 07 28 28.1777 {00 45 04.412 07259{0038
323 07 04 06.0017 {01 07 29.365 07015{0102
336 07 24 33.3033 {00 56 40.028 07220{0050 CGCS 1697 = C* 748
342 07 11 05.9770 {01 18 17.679 07085{0113
344 07 12 23.4642 {01 24 52.332 07098{0119 MW Mon
352 07 18 38.9907 {01 16 52.135 07161{0111 [LRS87] 45
358 07 23 24.5557 {01 20 22.284 07208{0114
362 07 51 08.0034 +00 56 34.266 07485+0104
364 07 52 56.0964 +01 09 40.624 AE CMi
366 07 55 11.0387 +01 27 55.012 07526+0135
369 08 01 01.7891 +01 20 15.742 F07584+0128
381 07 55 01.0419 +00 23 36.725 07524+0031
382 07 59 38.9088 +00 30 28.021 07570+0038 AF CMi
405 08 12 37.5712 {00 02 14.347 08100+0006
415 07 57 24.1364 {00 09 29.495 07548{0001
430 07 54 19.3442 {00 40 08.572 07517{0032 NSV 3799
434 07 57 43.2547 {00 41 06.397 07551{0032 see note
511 10 52 46.9340 {01 10 46.623 SY Leo
537 12 34 41.6025 {00 14 14.125 12321+0002 StM 172
543 12 43 50.9177 {00 33 40.685 12412{0017 NGC 4653; galaxy nucleus
615 13 28 35.2976 {01 05 54.441 13260{0050 WX Vir
648 15 26 10.6800 +00 31 56.443 F15236+0042 NSV 7075
727 16 02 49.1800 +00 36 40.478 16002+0044 DW Ser
730 16 11 32.5571 +00 31 10.394 16090+0038
745 16 15 19.8039 +00 13 45.820 CL Ser
757 16 07 08.1700 {00 18 53.780 AI Ser
780 16 16 55.4144 {00 50 42.626 16143{0043 NSV 7594
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Table 1: Identications for FASTT suspected variables (cont'd.)
FASTT RA (2000) Dec IRAS Identications
811 16 19 37.2845 {01 15 47.359 16170{0108 CM Ser
817 17 42 40.1407 +00 56 10.211 17401+0057
819 17 43 21.8610 +01 02 00.378 17408+0103 V1070 Oph
820 17 45 22.5865 +01 07 17.430 F17428+0108
825 17 46 51.2143 +00 56 08.247 V377 Oph
826 17 47 37.1640 +01 32 37.494 17450+0133 V458 Oph
837 17 55 47.1611 +00 56 38.666 17532+0057 V472 Oph
845 17 57 55.7259 +00 58 23.449 V474 Oph
847 17 58 38.8167 +01 26 20.564 V984 Oph, see note
863 18 02 27.2489 +01 03 16.928 F17598+0103
866 18 03 28.4574 +01 16 30.610 18009+0116
871 18 04 07.4571 +01 17 55.618 18015+0117
873 18 05 18.6545 +01 05 42.243 18027+0105
879 18 10 04.7573 +00 45 56.229 18075+0045
881 18 10 54.5518 +00 48 20.463 18083+0047
882 18 11 06.0895 +01 03 31.248 18085+0102 V402 Oph
895 17 46 00.9548 +00 39 30.781 F17434+0040
899 17 52 12.2087 +00 25 30.357 F17496+0026
900 17 52 22.6824 +00 35 01.126 17498+0035
901 17 53 41.4645 +00 35 11.462 17511+0035
907 18 00 00.2026 +00 32 19.821 F17574+0032 V1082 Oph
908 18 01 07.0345 +00 41 44.912 17585+0041 V482 Oph = IRC +00334
915 18 09 48.8309 +00 39 48.726 18072+0039
937 17 46 25.7490 +00 15 23.653 17438+0016
945 17 53 54.8518 +00 00 04.850 V384 Oph
973 18 10 00.2548 +00 05 53.519 18074+0005
974 18 10 05.2329 +00 17 52.865 18075+0017
978 18 11 52.3788 +00 00 02.165 18093{0000
985 17 47 39.4879 {00 03 34.320 F17451{0002
990 17 51 37.3809 {00 17 58.092 17490{0017
997 18 02 30.9173 {00 05 59.038 AX Ser
999 18 03 21.6779 {00 25 51.742 F18008{0026 NSV 10095
1004 18 05 37.6780 {00 26 19.377 18030{0026 EQ Ser
1009 18 09 17.6603 {00 18 45.635 18067{0019 YZ Ser
1022 18 01 58.6797 {00 12 16.357 F17594{0012
1024 18 03 18.0429 {00 11 57.630 18007{0012
1034 17 48 03.2524 {00 41 05.988 KT Oph
1036 17 49 19.6661 {00 28 39.842 17467{0027
1040 17 52 49.9225 {00 32 40.108 F17502{0032
1041 17 52 53.1267 {00 39 12.009 F17503{0038
1042 17 53 16.9721 {00 28 07.869 F17506{0027 V467 Oph, see note
1046 17 57 39.2992 {00 46 24.568 17550{0046
1050 17 58 21.5248 {00 39 32.955 17557{0039
1051 17 58 23.8998 {00 39 21.896 F17558{0039
1055 17 59 56.9239 {00 32 20.466 17573{0032
1060 18 00 16.0424 {00 42 28.243 F17576{0042
1063 18 00 55.2952 {00 38 17.528 XY Ser
1072 18 05 19.1262 {00 30 10.678 18027{003
1074 18 05 48.6384 {00 43 05.721 VZ Ser
1082 18 12 21.3856 {00 28 01.824 18097{0028
1087 18 09 45.1566 {00 32 41.693 18071{0033
1101 17 54 26.5275 {01 00 24.907 17518{0059 V385 Oph
1104 17 55 52.2434 {01 02 36.240 17532{0102
1108 17 57 03.6086 {01 06 33.187 F17544{0106
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Table 1: Identications for FASTT suspected variables (cont'd.)
FASTT RA (2000) Dec IRAS Identications
1133 18 06 44.9449 {00 52 19.488 18041{0052
1136 17 44 45.1927 {01 31 47.686 V935 Oph = IRC +00318
1138 17 48 27.1099 {01 31 15.152 17458{0130
1141 17 51 37.9303 {01 32 21.662 17490{0131 V463 Oph
1143 17 56 23.7921 {01 17 28.503 17538{0117 NSV 9877
1145 17 57 54.5980 {01 25 26.713 F17553{0125
1146 17 58 05.8084 {01 37 21.820 F17554{0137
1152 18 00 47.7425 {01 33 35.187 F17582{0133
1153 18 01 04.4135 {01 20 51.984 XZ Ser
1161 18 08 52.7727 {01 30 28.786 18062{0131
1162 18 09 08.4981 {01 14 40.372 18065{0115
1165 18 35 13.7974 +01 24 49.898 18326+0122
1167 18 37 10.0260 +01 24 05.004 18346+0121
1171 18 45 17.2881 +00 56 29.886 18427+0053
1172 18 45 35.5724 +00 57 58.415 18430+0054
1176 18 53 34.2286 +00 48 55.589 18510+0045
1178 19 02 04.9601 +00 57 48.999 18595+0053
1179 19 02 21.1236 +01 30 41.135 18598+0126
1180 19 02 39.6317 +01 29 13.653 19001+0124
1184 18 36 37.3952 +00 36 35.331 18340+0034
1186 18 43 24.1459 +00 39 14.132 18408+0036
1187 18 44 47.7892 +00 22 30.559 18422+0019
1193 18 55 41.6988 +00 20 49.093 18531+0016
1194 18 56 30.1236 +00 30 32.783 18539+0026
1196 19 02 41.5626 +00 36 12.680 19001+0031
1200 18 44 18.8382 {00 00 09.374 18417{0003
1211 18 54 02.2636 +00 15 34.845 18514+0011
1215 18 56 24.1583 +00 14 48.389 18538+0010
1216 18 56 26.1954 {00 04 26.487 18538{0008
1217 18 59 12.2597 +00 14 16.264 18566+0010
1218 19 00 13.6357 {00 04 34.734 18576{0008
1230 18 41 28.4685 {00 12 10.704 18389{0015
1231 18 42 38.2593 {00 08 31.188 18400{0011
1267 18 37 05.1096 {00 28 39.106 18345{0031
1268 18 37 36.1267 {00 40 46.521 18350{0043
1270 18 45 04.1981 {00 46 47.339 18424{0050
1271 18 49 11.7071 {00 41 43.431 18466{0045
1272 18 50 31.7898 {00 43 24.834 18479{0047
1286 18 53 03.7156 {00 40 46.440 18504{0044
1296 18 54 27.9018 {00 36 46.858 18518{0040
1300 18 54 44.2514 {00 49 09.864 18521{0053
1309 18 56 08.7053 {00 28 33.897 18535{0032 IRC +00395
1326 19 00 59.8551 {00 48 46.145 18584{0053
1330 19 02 12.8037 {00 44 21.301 18596{0048
1332 19 02 25.7121 {00 30 14.740 18598{0034
1346 18 34 14.7470 {00 58 43.529 18316{0101 IRC +00357
1360 18 51 53.8026 {00 58 45.016 18493{0102
1379 18 55 18.4894 {01 00 48.226 18527{0104
1380 18 55 20.6223 {01 05 31.560 18527{0109
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Table 1: Identications for FASTT suspected variables (cont'd.)
FASTT RA (2000) Dec IRAS Identications
1427 19 00 03.4187 {00 50 59.648 18574{0055
1442 18 41 07.1615 {01 35 10.384 18385{0138
1443 18 41 21.2270 {01 25 28.476 18387{0128
1444 18 41 28.7498 {01 27 04.275 18388{0130
1455 18 54 55.9321 {01 21 22.100 18523{0125
1461 18 58 38.0914 {01 30 17.282 18560{0134
1463 18 59 11.2937 {01 19 09.753 18565{0123 V886 Aql
1466 19 00 09.6063 {01 34 56.970 VX Aql
1530 22 05 36.9379 {00 49 38.997 22030{0104
Notes:
434 CGCS 1960 = C* 961, but not HIP 38915, whose coordinates are for another star
(i.e. Hipparcos missed the carbon star).
847 evidently not IRAS 17561+0126 (outside position error ellipse).
1042 SIMBAD position in error, cf. Manek (1997).
References:
Henden, A. A., and Stone R. C., 1998, Astron. J., 115, 296;
data le = http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/Cat?J/AJ/115/296
Manek, J., 1997, IBVS, No. 4476
Ski, B. A., 1999a, IBVS, No. 4676
Ski, B. A., 1999b, IBVS, No. 4678
Stone, R. C., 1997, Astron. J., 114, 1679
Zijlstra, A., Pottasch, S., and Bignell, C., 1990, Astron. Astrophys., Suppl. Ser., 82, 273
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The tables below show identications and accurate coordinates for about 90 variables




region around the globular
cluster Messier 56. Most of the variables were newly discovered. Additional follow-up
work on the same stars was published much later (Kurochkin 1985). Although some of
the variables have precise positions published in more recent literature, most do not.
The format is identical to recent previous lists, and broken into the four parts in which
they were published. The rst column shows SVS numbers, and the second the GCVS
designation. An asterisk by the GCVS name indicates a note following the tables. Nearly
all the positions come from USNO{A2.0, but a few are from either the GSC v1.2 or
from large-scale Digitized Sky Survey images from the Goddard SkyView facility. The
source is coded in column `s' as follows: A = USNO{A2.0, G = GSC v1.2, S = SkyView.
Many objects were veried using DSS images and other sources. All but one or two were
unambiguously identied from Kurochkin's charts.
The present list was integrated into SIMBAD before publication by Fabienne Woelfel
(CDS-Strasbourg). She independently found the V1506/V923 Cyg mix-up, which I had
missed. Nikolai Samus (Sternberg Institute, Moscow) provided the earlier Makarenko
citation for this correction. I am grateful to them both for their interest in this work.
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Table 1: Positions and identications { I
SVS GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
1510 V397 Lyr 19 07 11.0 +30 57 04 A
1511 V364 Lyr 19 09 40.0 +30 05 51 A
1512 V369 Lyr* 19 11 55.3 +32 12 03 S
1513 V373 Lyr 19 17 12.2 +31 44 40 A
1514 V376 Lyr 19 20 25.4 +31 39 30 A
1515 NSV 11940 19 21 16.6 +31 41 46 A
1516 NSV 11948 19 21 48.2 +32 07 02 A
1517 V1111 Cyg 19 23 09.2 +30 10 53 A
1518 V383 Lyr 19 25 03.0 +30 25 34 A
1519 V1122 Cyg 19 28 25.1 +30 54 12 A
1520 V1255 Cyg 19 28 36.6 +31 10 49 A
1521 V869 Cyg 19 29 11.8 +31 11 17 A
1522 V873 Cyg 19 29 20.8 +31 46 52 A
1523 NSV 12103 19 30 37.7 +30 25 04 A
1524 V1260 Cyg 19 31 20.2 +31 22 07 A
1525 NSV 12125 19 32 17.3 +30 20 19 A
1526 NSV 12175 19 34 23.9 +30 41 38 A
1527 NSV 12184 19 35 07.1 +30 53 40 A
1528 V1267 Cyg 19 38 54.8 +30 30 46 A
1529 V1139 Cyg 19 39 21.7 +30 57 15 A
Table 2: Positions and identications { II
SVS GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
1579 NSV 11621 18 58 41.2 +34 32 20 A 2647-1168
1580 NSV 11651 19 00 35.9 +28 31 33 A
1581 V409 Lyr 19 00 55.9 +26 20 19 A
1582 V410 Lyr 19 01 35.3 +29 00 07 A
1583 V412 Lyr 19 06 48.5 +29 16 40 A 2134-1116
1584 V419 Lyr 19 10 14.0 +29 06 15 A
1585 V420 Lyr 19 10 17.0 +28 30 08 A
1586 V421 Lyr 19 10 39.1 +26 30 29 A
1587 V423 Lyr 19 11 55.4 +33 13 07 A
1588 V424 Lyr 19 12 52.0 +26 15 55 A
1589 V426 Lyr 19 13 17.4 +26 59 49 A
1590 V427 Lyr 19 13 41.7 +28 02 11 A
1591 NSV 11950 19 21 57.2 +26 44 11 A
1592 NSV 11954 19 22 21.0 +25 47 51 A 2128-0303
1593 NSV 11962 19 22 38.2 +26 15 39 A 2132-0613
1594 NSV 12002 19 24 51.7 +29 47 30 A
1595 MN Vul 19 26 25.6 +26 57 32 A
1596 V1345 Cyg 19 31 28.6 +29 46 23 A
1597 V907 Cyg 19 35 30.4 +29 45 46 A
1598 V1348 Cyg 19 38 03.9 +29 23 45 A
1599 HW Cyg 19 40 18.1 +32 46 02 G 2660-2881
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Table 3: Positions and identications { III
SVS GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
1636 V408 Lyr not found
1637 V411 Lyr 19 06 27.6 +34 40 21 A
1638 V413 Lyr 19 07 16.4 +30 19 26 A
1639 V414 Lyr 19 07 55.8 +26 20 17 A IRAS 19059+2615
1640 V415 Lyr 19 08 03.9 +31 23 55 A
1641 V416 Lyr 19 08 26.4 +29 21 55 A
1642 V417 Lyr 19 08 39.1 +30 43 09 A
1643 V418 Lyr 19 08 33.5 +33 18 35 A
1644 LY Vul 19 09 36.2 +25 40 06 A
1645 V422 Lyr 19 11 25.3 +27 15 19 A 2131-2071 IRAS 19093+2710
1646 V425 Lyr 19 12 54.2 +33 13 02 A
1647 V428 Lyr 19 13 32.8 +33 36 51 A 2657-0767
1648 V429 Lyr 19 13 37.6 +34 29 10 A
1649 V430 Lyr 19 14 14.8 +26 19 01 A 2131-1140
1650 V431 Lyr 19 14 00.4 +33 35 38 A
1651 AI Lyr 19 14 35.6 +27 49 46 A
1652 V432 Lyr 19 16 50.3 +29 10 52 A 2136-3343
1653 V433 Lyr 19 16 53.6 +30 49 56 A IRAS 19149+3044
1654 OY Lyr 19 17 01.9 +29 00 25 A 2136-1363
1655 V434 Lyr* 19 16 53.6 +32 36 12 S
1656 LZ Vul 19 18 24.4 +25 25 18 A
1657 V436 Lyr 19 18 12.5 +32 11 26 A 2657-2048
1658 V437 Lyr 19 19 52.2 +32 29 58 A
1659 V438 Lyr 19 21 14.5 +31 57 52 A IRAS 19193+3152
1660 V405 Lyr 19 21 24.4 +34 01 20 A
1661 MM Vul 19 22 02.8 +27 23 01 A
1662 V439 Lyr 19 21 59.7 +32 46 15 A 2658-0964
1663 V440 Lyr 19 21 59.4 +34 31 30 A IRAS 19201+3425
1664 V843 Cyg 19 22 57.1 +29 41 09 A
1665 V441 Lyr 19 23 42.4 +32 07 56 A
Table 4: Positions and identications { IV
SVS GCVS RA (2000) Dec s GSC Remarks
1775 NSV 11910 19 19 29.1 +25 45 35 A 2128-1767
1776 MP Vul 19 24 51.8 +27 32 42 A 2133-1149
1777 MQ Vul 19 25 12.7 +26 42 16 A
1778 V456 Lyr 19 26 02.4 +31 53 08 A IRAS 19241+3147
1779 MR Vul 19 27 08.0 +26 03 05 A 2129-1437
1780 V1436 Cyg 19 28 43.3 +27 59 01 A
1781 MS Vul 19 28 49.5 +26 53 20 S IRAS 19267+2647
1782 V1437 Cyg 19 28 45.2 +31 23 25 A
V1257 Cyg 19 29 45.6 +28 16 12 S
1783 MT Vul* 19 30 03.0 +27 35 34 A IRAS 19280+2729
1784 V1438 Cyg 19 30 48.8 +28 54 39 A 2137-0608
V903 Cyg 19 34 44.1 +31 15 19 A
V911 Cyg 19 35 54.8 +27 59 03 A
EK Cyg 19 37 49.0 +31 50 23 A 2655-0115
V1506 Cyg* 19 38 03.8 +31 49 20 A 2655-0544
V1349 Cyg 19 38 05.1 +32 44 49 A IRAS 19361+3237
V925 Cyg* 19 38 27.1 +28 32 51 A
1785 NSV 12252 19 38 40.3 +26 25 29 A 2146-3856 IRAS 19366+2618
4 IBVS 4723
Notes:
V369 Lyr Downes et al. (1997) identication adopted.
V434 Lyr veried on POSS-I, not visible on O (blue) print.
MT Vul red variable with P 172
d
, not an eclipser as rst suspected;
cf. Kurochkin (1985).
V1506 Cyg given erroneously as V923 Cyg by Kurochkin (1972); corrected
by Makarenko (1974).
V925 Cyg southern star of a pair.
References:
Downes, R. A., Webbink, R. F., and Shara, M. M., 1997, Publ. Astron. Soc. Pac., 109,
345
Kurochkin, N. E., 1968, Perem. Zvezdy, 16, 460
Kurochkin, N. E., 1970, Perem. Zvezdy, 17, 186
Kurochkin, N. E., 1971, Perem. Zvezdy, 17, 620
Kurochkin, N. E., 1972, Perem. Zvezdy, 18, 497
Kurochkin, N. E., 1985, Perem. Zvezdy, 22, 201
Makarenko, E. N., 1974, Perem. Zvezdy Prilozh., 2, 117
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Name of the object:




















Comparison star(s): No. We conducted \all sky photometry"
Check star(s): No. See above
Transformed to a standard system: BV I
c
Standard stars (eld) used: Standard stars from E-regions
Availability of the data:
Through IBVS Web-site as 4724-t1.txt
Type of variability: DCEPS
Table 2
Max JD hel




48019.577 0.013  460 0.009 49 HIPPARCOS data
48446.386 0.012  339 0.010 63 HIPPARCOS data
48841.413 0.020  227  0.025 39 HIPPARCOS data
51268.253 0.008 461 0.005 51 This paper
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V898 Cen           P=3.527
0.0 0.5 1.0 Phase
Figure 1.
Remarks:
Variability of V898 Cen was announced by Strohmeier et al. (1964). According to
HIPPARCOS data this star (HIP 54659) is a Cepheid variable with elements
Max JD
hel
= 2448502:836 + 3:
d
52692 E:
The accuracy of our individual data is near 0:
m
01 in all lters. We analysed all
existing observations by Hertzsprung's method (Berdnikov, 1992), and the derived
epochs of light maximumare given in Table 2. The times of light maximumwere in-








This ephemeris was used to calculate the O   C values in Table 2, as well as for
plotting the light and colour curves in Figure 1.
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